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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

An implementation of cross architecture procedure call by Laeeq M. Khan 
Research supervisor: Y. N .  Srikant. 
Department: Computer Science and Automation. 

1. Introduction 

The blggest motivation for computer networking is rcsource shanngl. It is frequently desirable to pool 
computers to allow ef f ic~nt  resource shaiing (these resources may be real dewces such as card readers 
and pnnten ur they may be virtual devicea auch da disk liles) such Llrill each computer retriins auronomy 
over its environmcnr Purthcr, a crash in a central~rid system cntails total nonuvailabdlty of computing 
power whereas if a few computers in a network are unopzrational, the rest will continue ta work unaf- 
fccted 

Workstations arc ideally smted for computing jobs which require an mteractrvc cnvironmcnt because 
they are bvslcally single-user machines and hence provide consistent response time. Another factor is the 
availabilrty of n~any penphrral devicec such as mice arid light pens which render workstation5 more user- 
friendly for interactive jobs However, workstations are not suitable for highly compute-intensive jobs as 
they are basically uniprocessor machines operating at moderate frequencies. For such type of work, large 
mainframes or supercomputers u e  more smtable, hut interactive uac ol these machinea is not economically 
feasible. Furthermore, dcvices like mice, etc., are not usually a\'ailable for these types of machines. 

A typical applicatmn program 1s partly interactive and partly compute-mtensive and hence requires the 
features af bath workstations and supercomputers. 

A u u a l  mcthod to speed up an application is to ship the cntire application to a supcrcomputcr using 
a network connecting the workstation and the supercomputer. In this method, however, the workstation 
is used only as a terminal to submit a job to the supercomputer and its interactwe features remain un- 
utilized. 

Another method is the use of rcmotc procedure caU (RPC)'. Here some of the procedures of an 
applicatmn are implemented as different proceses on a remote machine. One problem with this method 
is parameter passmg. Passing parameters by value is not difficult, but passing them by reicrence is nmch 
harder. This problcm basically nriscs due to the fact that the main program and the remote procedure 
execute in separate address spaces, and this fact gives nse to further difficulties, namely, nonavailability 
of global variablca to remote procedures and impossibility of using pointer variables to access remote 
StNCtUrCs, etc. 

2. The experiment 

To circumvent these dficulties we have implemented a cross architecture procedure call (CAPC) model. The 
p u w e  of this architechlre 1s to make supercomputers available to workstation users as compute servers. 

In this method, a workstation user marks some of the procedures in hislher apphcatiun program which 
hdshe wants to execute on a remote manframe or supelcomputer connected to the workstat~on by a 
network. ? h e x  procedures are compiled by a compilcr to produce machine code for the computer on 
which they are supposed to be executed. A special-purpose loader loads these procedures on the 
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appiapnate machmes and then these procedures are executed on the remote machines at appropriate times 
wlthout any further mod~hcation in the source code 

Usually a user will want to execute compute-intensive procedures on supercomputers and interactive 
parts on a workstation. thus util~zing both the machines most efiiciently. In our method, both local and 
remote procedures use standard subroutine call instructions unlike RPC. In this architecture, both local 
and remote subroutines share a common virtual address space (physically distributed over many machines) 
and thus global and pomter variables can be used and pammeters can be passed by reference with complete 
transparency. Arbitrary nestins of remote and local procedures is also possible. 

In our prototype implemsntation we have used an IBM-PC (8088 processor operating at 4.7 MHz) as 
a workstation and a MAGNUM-1 (68030 processor operating at 25 MHz) as a compute server. As an 
IBM-PC does not have any virtual memory hardware (essential for our architecture) we have simulated a 
virtual memory management system for that machine through software. Our 'network' is an RS 232C 
connection between the two machines using COPTL (connection-oriented transport provider for local com- 
munications) operating at 9600 baud. 

To test the system we have also implemented the required compiler for a simple language (a subset of 
Pascal-PUO) which produces code for 8088 and 68030 machines, and also a special loader. The system has 
heen completely implemented and tested with several programs. We have also made a thorough perfor- 
mance study of this system. The system is found to accelerate the applications as much as 2.8 times m 
the best cases. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

DPLLs for network synchronization: a new approach by Satish M .  Kulkarni. 
Research supervisors: B. S. Sonde and M. V. Pitke 
Department: Electrical Communication Engineering. 

The zdvances in digital ICs and LSiNLSI technologies have spurred the design, development and applica- 
tion of digital techniqoes in modem telecommunication networks. The advances m digltal switching, in 
conjunction with those 1n digital transmission. are now leadmg to the development of all-digital networks 
that provide for voice, data and other telematlc szrwces gomg eventually to integrated services mgital 
network. Clock synchronization of ail the nodes is an impoRnn1 requirement in the implementation of 
these networks, In order to avoid the loss of data or slips, due to differences in master-dock frequencies 
at vanous nodes in the network. The master-slave synchronization approach is the most commonly used 
one m these networks for synchronizing the vanous clocks, which is also the basis for the system being 
adopted m India. In this approach, all the nodes in the network are synchronized by means of timing 
information extracted from the incoming digital transmission links A PLL of the second-order type is 
usually required to derivdock on to the timing infomat~on extracted from the incoming data signal. Fast 
acquisition and the avoidance of cyde slips during acquisition are important requirements of the PLL for 
use in thls application. With the emergence of LSWLSI technolog~es, Digltal PLLs (DPLLs) are now 
available which offer several advantages over analog PLLs (APLLs) mcluding avoidance of the effects of 
component tolerances, drifts, possibihties of real-time processing of the input sgnal and ease of fabrication. 
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FIG. 1. New DPLL block schematic. I 

Keeping these advantages in view, it was decided to consider an approach using the DPLL for network 
synchronization. 

2. DPLL impl&nentnlion: a nev approach 

While the use of DPLLs for this application has been reported, techaiques for the avoidance of cycle slips 
during acquisition and wnseqwntly of the reduction in the acquisition time do not seem to have received 
t& attention they merit. Considering these factors, a detailed investigation was conducted on DPLLs w~th 
&ticular reference to the avoidance of cycle slips and reduction in the acquisition time. This has resulted 
in a new DPLL with improved performance characteristics, suitable for applicahon in nehvork synchroni- 
zation. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the DPLL, which comprises a digital time penod difference 
detector (DTPD), multiplexen (MI-M3), Filter Ft, and a mntrol logic, in addition to the buildidg blocks 
employed in a wnventional second-order DPLL. DTPD aids DPLL in frequency acquisition, by providing 
a signal proportional to the time period difference between the input signal and the DPLL output. The 
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Table I 
Computer simulation results 
(a) : Acquisrltiun tlme m stepnumber as a function of K? 

KI' Convenliond DPLL New DPLL 

1.3 35 4 

1.2 4 2 
1.1 6 3 
1.0 4 3 
0-9 5 4 
0.8 8 4 
0-75 9 5 

0.5 16 8 

DPLL parameters : GI = 1, Kt = 1: r = 2 
Initla1 conditions : 0, 1.0 rad 

(b) Cycle slip as a function of mtial mndidans (@ K,' = 1) 

lninnl Convcrgcnee step nwnbcr 
eondrtionr 
(md) Convennonnl DPLL New DPLL 

0 ,  2.59 12 (2)' 5 

0, 2.63 (14)** 5 .  
0, 2.65 20 (4) 5 

Figures in bmckets indicate no. of cycler slipped. 
'* No anvergenee up fa M step.  

control logic aith the aid of MI-M; suitably w&&es the DPLL for kequencyiphase acquisition and 
tracking modes. The analytical, computer simulation and experimental studies pertaining to this, and the 
results obtained therefrom are described in this work. 

3. Rsults and condusiom 

The performance of both new and conventional DPLLs has been Snalysed and compared by analytical, 
computer simulation and experimental methods. These have clearly shown a reduction in the acquisition 
rime and the avoidance of cycle slips during acquisition. An overview of the simulation results for both 
the new and conventional DPLL, for different input frequencies (K,') and initial phase errors (+[0], +[I]) 
is given in Table I. Sign~ficant contributions and conclusions as a result of this investigation include: 

(a) The derivation of equations for acquisition behaviour and stability condihons using the fued point and 
contranive mapping theorems for the new DPLL together with its wmputer simulation study. 

(b) Experimental realization of both the new DPLL and conventional DPLL in the laboratory making use 
of the stateaf-art ICs and a 65C02 pP kit to verify the performance improvement achieved. 

(c) The tracking performance of the new DPLL is similar to that of the conventional second-order DPLL, 
viz., it has a frequency memory which makes it tolerant to signal fadeonts and it possesses narrowband 
noise rejection and jitter suppression properties. 

(d) For the new DPLL there is a reduction in the number of acquisition steps and therefore in the 
acquisition lime. 

(e) The new DPLL acquires frequency and phase lock for all the initial phase-error wndifions, with the 
avoidance of cycle slips. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc.(Engng)) 

A parallelwing compiler for Pascal by Maulik A. D a v e  
Research supervisor: Y. N. Srikant. 
Department: Computer Science a n d  Automation. 

1. Introduction 

Compilers which convert sequential progams into pardlcl programs are known as parallellzing compilers'. 
Parallelizing compilers try to create a parallel program consisting of parallely executable procewes out of 
a sequential program 

1.1. Why or why nor porolldizin~ compilers? 

The approach of using parallelizing compilers offers the followmg advantages over the other approach of 
writing parallel programs. 

(1) Use of existing software pockuges 

Most of the software in existence is in sequential languages. We belleve that rewriting all 01 them 
in parallel languages is much more expensive than restructuring them by parallelizing cornp~lers. 

( 2 )  Program poriabrlity 

To avold wnting a separate parallel program for each kmd of parallel machine, one can write a 
single sequential program and use a pardlelizing compiler to restructure them This is marc advan- 
tageous because a major part ot a parallelivng compller 1s machine-independent (only the code 
generator is different just like in an ordinary compiler), and hence can be used for various kinds 
of machines with only a lmle one-time extra effort. Thus parallel~zmg compliers improve program 
portability. 

(3) Training facilities not needed 

It is difficult to train non-computer science programmers in parallel algorrthms and languages. 
Parallelizing compilers avoid all such extra strain on the programming community. 

Unfortunately, parallelizing compilers have the following disadvantages also 

(a) Ih detect fine-grain parallelism in sequential programs, the requued amount bf compilation time 
is very large. 

(b) Full parallelism is not detected by parallelizing compilers, specially In the presence of arrays 
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(c) There are some problems for which efficient paraliel algorithms have been found hut present-day 
parallelidng compilers are not able to convert the corresponding sequential programs into effiaent 
parallel oncs. 

In spite of all these disadvantages. the advantages specially (1) and (3) above seem to be overwhelming 
the disadvantages and hence a number of parallelizing compliers are being built all over the world. 

2. A brief overview of parallelization 

The output of a sequential program is the output of the statements executed accordmg to their textural 
sequencing. However, for a program, the same output can sometimes be achieved by a dffcrcnt ordenng 
of the statements also. The total ordenng imposed by a sequentlal language IS more restrictive than IS 

necessary to guarantee a program's output. The required ordering is a partial ordering as opposed to the 
total ordenng of the sequential execution. This phenomenon is exploited during determination of paral- 
lelism in sequential programs. 

Dependence is a relation among the statements of a propam. A statement S2 is dependent on statement 
S1 if SL must be executed before S2 in order to preserve the semantics of the original program. Under 
this definition, dependence represents the essential orderings within a program. Any execution order that 
preserves a program's dependence also preserves its output. 

Now we explain two main types of dependences, vzz., data dcpcndence and control dependence. Con- 
sider the followng two statements, S1 and S2. 

S I : a : = h + c ;  

S 2 : d  = a + c ;  

Since S2 uses the value of 'a', which is changed by Si ,  these two cannot be executed in parallel. S2 l a  

dependent an S1 due to data cans~derations. Now consider the following two statements, S3 and S4. 

S3 : ~f (a <> +) then 

S 4 : b - c + d ;  

S3 and S4 cannot be executed m parallel because execuuon of S3 controls whether S4 has to be exccuted 
or not. This is control dependencc. 

To determine data dependence m the presence of array references and pointers i, very difficult and 
someumes impossible. For example, consider the following statements, S5 and S6: 

To determine dependence of S5 and S6,completely at compile tune e imposs~ble because, in S5, we do 
not know which element of 'a' is going to be changed and in S6, wc do not know which element of 'a' 
is going to be used. The subscript analysis methods yield information regarding possrble dependence only 
and not complete dependence as in statements S 1  and SZ above. 

The task of a parallelizing compiler can be divided into two parts: (1) transforming the input program 
lnto intermediate representauon (with parallelism explicit), and (2) transforming intermediate representa- 
Don to machine wde.  

The first part depends on the type of architecture of the machine for which the compiler is going to 
generate wde. However, it does not depend on specific machine characteristics. For example, the first 
part of a parallelidng wmpiler will be the same for all kinds of multiprocessors with shared memory, bur 
will differ for multiprocessors and vector processon. Thc second part will need machine details such as 
the number of processors, type of processors, services provided by the operating systems, etc. It is because 
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of ths reason that portability of the fmt  part is higher than that of the second part and it can be dealt 
with separately. 

The first part can be further divided into: 

(1) Generation of intermediate code with only sequential features. This 1s the same as in any usual com- 
piler. 

(2) Dependence analysis of the above intermediate code using the techniques of dataflow and control flow 
analysis. The aim of such analysis is to detect parallelism in programs. 

(3) Conversion of the intermediate code in (1) above inio one having parallel constructs also. Here we 
use the dependence information computed in (2 )  above. 

3. A parallelizing compiler for Pascal 

We have implemented a parallelizmg compiler for Pascal which is based on certain new concepts and also 
some of the older well-proven concepts. 

Most of the parallelizing comp~lers have been written for Fortran. We have chosen Pascal because it 
has extra features such as recursion, pointers, record structures, nesting of procedures, etc. 

The aim of our compiler is to extract as much parallelism as possible in a reasonable amount of time. 
We observe that shared memory multiprocessors do not have a large number of processors. We have not 
dctected tine-grain parallelism because it is not useful on shared memory mutliprocessors (because of the 
small number of processors and also the scheduhng overheads) and the compdation time may become very 
large. We have not used symbolic computation either because of the same reason, v i z .  compilation time 
becoming very large. 

Instead of going in for flowgraphs, we have designed and implemented a new intermediate form called 
boxgraphs in our compiler. Boxgraphs have the followng advantages over flowgraphs: 

(i) Boxgraphs do not contain cycles, so the analysis becomes much easier. 

(ii) Boxes are sufficiently large, so the scheduling overheads are not considerable. 

(iii) Each boxgraph can be analyzed separately. Hence, parallel algorithms can be easily developed for 
analyzing boxgraphs (future work) 

(iv) For block-st~ctured languages boxgraphs can be constructed very easily. 

(v) There is a provision to display parallelism exphcitly using boxgraphs. 

An algorithm has been implemented to carry out simple apd interprocedural dataflow analysis and array 
subscript analyms, and hence to detect parallelism in boxgraphs and to convert them into the boxgraphs 
depicting parallel~sm explicitly. 

We have implemented our compiler on ORG Supermax machine, a shared memory multiprocessor 
with two 68020 processors running on UNIX operating system V.3. We have implemented dynamic 
scheduling of processes and parallelism has been achieved using the features available in operating 
system UNIX V.3. The implementation, we believe, is a good test bed to try out experiments with 
parallelizing compilers. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Solids with crystallographically forbidden symmetries-Aperiodic tilings and qnasicrys- 
tals by S. Baranidharan. 
Research supenisors: E. S .  Raja Gopal and V. Sasisekharan. 
Department: Physics. 

1. Introduction 

Solid phases exhibiting noncrystallographic symmetries in addition to long-range order are of recent in- 
terest. The original discovery by Shechtman et all on the e?istence of an intermetallic alloy which diffracts 
hke an ordinary crystal but has the crystallographically disallowed five-fold symmetry has sparked off a 
considerable amount of investigations into a wide variety of materials2. Various models3 have been prop- 
osed for these phases including aperiodic tilings which fill the space completely. The presence of the 
forbidden rotational symmetry and hence the aperiodic ordering in the diffraction patterns inhibits the 
progress towards an experimental structure solution of these phases, otherwise known as quasicrystals. 

2. Tho prerent work 

This work concerns itself with the various aspects of modelling the aperiodic structures in the form of 
geometric tilings in the two-dimensional plane and also with experimenta! analyses of a few selected 
materials exbibiting five-fold symmetry. 

The principle of self similarity of geometric building blocks has been used to construct aperiodic 
tilings with various symmetries. It is shown that aperiodic tilings can be generated with crystallographi- 
cally allowed (2,3,4,6) and disallowed symmetries using the self-similarity concepts4. Thus it IS the first 
report on the possibility of aperiodic tilings wirh 2,3,4,6-fold symmetries. An analysis into aperiodic 
tilings with five-fold symmetry shows that one can find approxlmate large square cells in such tiliugs. 
This would be of considerable use in approximating the experimental structure solution of the quasic- 
rystal to a large cubic cell. I t  is also shown thar the method of intersecting decagons can be successfully 
used to construct defect-free aperiodic tilings with five-fold symmetry5 without retracing the already 
generated coordinafes. 

The diffracting propernes of finite-size aperiodic tilings with five-fold symmetry have been studied. . .  . . . 
T t h c  II!LIIS, with unit scatrercrs z:  the \rrrlceF <hour apprccmhk vanallon, In the po,~tlons and m e n -  
rtlicr of w a t r  ~n [hex dtffr~cuon o.r~ern\ whcn the number ~fscar t r rer r  ir halsv ib0. The chnrnc~rris- 
tic diffraction patterns of aperiodic tilings with 2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12-fold symmetries have been displayed. 
These will he useful for a comparative study of diffraction from quasi- and incommensurate crystals. 

The quasicrystalline phase in AlhCuLiz intermetallic alloy has been investigated using electron diffrac- 
tion, differential scanning calorimetry and x-ray diffraction techniques. The original alloy prepared by 
directional solidification and slow casting predominantly contained the icosahedral phase. The electron 
diffraction pictures and the mcirostructures near the various symmetry axes showed the presence of 
larpe-size =aim in the matrix. Fieure 1 shows the electron diffraction Dattern alone a five-fold svm- - - 
metry axis. The differential scannmg calorimetry studies showed the existence of a reversible transfor- 
mation of the icosahedral auasicrystalline vhase to a hieh temuerature nhase at about 391°C. Further . . " .  
heating of the sample above the transition temperature resulted in a loss of lithium. This phase trans- 
irion is another new result considering the fact that similar earlier experiments by others did not yield 
this rnfomation. It occurs at a heating rate of l0"imin and gets suppressed at higher heating rates. 

Single-grain fragments of quasicrystals from the Al-Cu-Li alloy were subjected to standard single- 
crystal x-ray diffraction experiments. The Weissenberg, rotation and precession photographs were taken 
to characterize the grain. The precession photographs established the icosahedral symmetry of the 
grain. It was also found that the x-ray reflections could be indexed to a large body-centered cubic 
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lcrld axis from the hi-Cu-I., qumcryrral he-told .ixli [lorn the AI-CU-LI r1pnircr)rtrl. 

stiuclure of 1:~rticc parameter 60 A F~gulc 2 shows thc zero-level x-lay prccrsswn phutugmph along a 
fwe-told ai ls .  Variour higher-layer pleccssmn photographs s lw h a w  heen shown. .4ll the ~cflca~om could 
bc cithcr mlerprrled as aris~ng tram 3 q~~ils~crybtill "I from il large C L ~ C  \ITIICIUTC 

Thc str~irlu~al aapccts ;md s tah~l~ty  of AI-Mn and AI-Fe rapidlv sol~ditied alloy rlhhani wcre sludlcd 
using clcctron d~ffractrion, powdm x-~zty dlltrnctmn and resatiwty rneanmcmriili under lhigh prcssunc l h c  
quarxrystsll~ne phase whrch is prescnt a l o q  wiih othcr cryatalhnc phases m thcsc r~hbons wa\ round Lo 
undergo a iiril-order-like ~rreverublc phasc trans~tion under quauhydrostxt~ prcwxrs generatcil in 

Bnd-man aniril hlgh-pressurc arran_sement The roslsrlviry brhiivioar under high prcssurc F f o o d  lo hc 
similar 10 rnclall~c glassea. Thece results are cumpled with olhcr results m laeranlre. 

Thesis Abstracl (P11.D.) 

Optical investigations on alkali metal periodales and perchlorates by T. A. Al-Dhahir. 
Research supervisor: H.L. Bhat. 
Department: Physics. 

1. Introduction 

Alkali metal periodates anrl perchlottrs belong to the hmily oi compounds rcplcrented by thc general 
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formula MXO, (where M = K. Rb or Cs and X = I or C!) A1 room tempcraturc rho threc pcrchloratca 
and cesinm pcrlodate ci).stallize mto orthorhornbic Pnma stmcrurc' '. where K and Rh permdates cryalallm 
into scher!ite structure w t h  space group I-il,a2\ It 1s well ertahhihed that the perchlorates of I<, Rb and 
Ca exhihil high-temperature phasc tians:ion to cubic structure (\pace group F m h )  at 579. 5-11. and 197K. 
~npectne l j .~ .  Physical datt  on iingie-crystal psriodates are mrr. The reported phase transition of CslO, 
at 433K is the on11 study of its hnd  nvallable in literature* This Is probahly hecausc of the d ~ f f ~ u l t y  In 
guwinp them w h ~ h  Ir due to thcir very lo\\ aolubil!ty In aalcr and t lxx  drcumpus~tmn on or before 
meltlog. !I an, iherciorr. mnxdcrcd uorrhahilc to prow crystals of the ahme-ment~oned matcnals and 
then to inies~gate the structural phii5e trailsmons erhlb~tud by thcm Thc phasc tranutiuns are investigated 
rhroug!~ m t l c  :!nd dynamcal opt~cal propcrtm lku birefnngcnce, iirht tiansmiision. optical microscopy 
and hght ,cnttcmg through Raman rpectrowplc studles. 

? 
? 
2 3  
X .z s 
+.. 
S 

FK 1 Fcrrothts domains m CsiO, weiicd throu$i ' 
p!anrcd lhlht E 

2. Results and discussion 

7.1. C~?.sfd gro,rf/z 

Ar thc first step in  fulfillmg the ahove objective, rlngle crystals of alkalr ~netal periodates and perchlorares 
were grown by emplopmg the gel techmque. Whde cons~derable miormation was available on the growth 
uf alkah merai perchlorates such mformatmn was lacking on rhe growth of alkali mela1 permdates In 
pnnicular, rhc growth of CsIO, was further complicated on account of ~ t s  unfavourable habit From this 
point, growth of CsIO, crystals of 1 cm lateral dimenaon and about 3 mm thickness 1s no small an 
achievement. By careful experimentation, growth cond~tions were o p t ~ m m d  ~n the doublc-diffusion ap- 
paratus. The best results were obtained with 0.5 M conccntratmn of canon and aman fecd solut~ons and 
gel of pH = 4. General characterization carried out on the K, Rb and Cs periodate crystals clearly 
revealed the similarities and d~ssimilanties between them. 

Caolmg (a) Heating !b) 

323K 
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250K 288K 
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243 K 

223 K 
1 I I , ,  

350 320 2 8 0  2 4 0  320 2 8 0  2L0 

2 2 Ophcai srrrdzes on CsIO, 

CsIO, turned out to be an lnterestmg system. This crystal exh~bited phase transitions, both above and 

Rarnan shift (crn-') 
Flo 1 Ramnn ipectrd In r'nnoas temperature, for CdO;  
~n rlir (a) eoolmg, and (b) he.ung run 



below roan? temperamre 'To understand the nature of these phase transmons biretringznce, light-tranvnis- 
sion optical mmoacopy and Kaman spectroscopyi ' were empla)ied. Our expcrimcntr clearly ecrabhshcd 
the First-order nature of the hlgh-temperature phasz transmon exhibited by this ciysfal. From microscopy 
obscrvatlon of domains (Rg 1) 11 is established for the first time that the room temperature phase of 
CsIO, is ferioelastic'.< From the a~alysis of ferroelastic domains and thelr orientation states the porni 
group of high-temperarure phase is suggested to be I / m m  and the trans:tion to be of type 4Immm Fmmm 
(p). Further, by workmg through the pseudo-symmetry relation it is proposed that the high-temperature 
space group of this crystal could be I4,iacd. 

Polaiied Raman spectroscopic s N d m  carried out across the high-temperature phase rransition'in CslO, 
strongly indicated that the transition is of ordcr-disorder typc. It is also inferred that the local site sym- 
metry of 10, anion both in room tcmperaturc and high-temperature phases is Cs and the phasc transition 
is weak first order in nature. 

The low-temperature Ramnn study of this crystal yielded very rntrrcsting results. The apeclrn displayed 
marked change at 256 and 244K dunng cooling cycle, thcn between 287 and 29LK during heatmg cycle 
(Fq. 2). From the analys~s af the spectra it 1s suggested that trans~tion at 256K 1s from normal to Incom- 
mensurate phase which changes to a commznsurate structure at 244K This phase hansition is accompamed 
hy thermal hysteresis whch 1s understood to anae due to pinning of discommensuration by ~rnpnties'. 

Polarized Raman spectroscopic studies of KIO, and RbI04 conformed to the group thearetlcal predic- 
tions and selection rules fairly wcll. High-pressurc Raman study on KIO, showcd a pressure-induced phasc 
trans~tion m which normal and high-pressurc phascs coexrst over considerable pressure range (6.5-9.8 
GPa). 

2 4. Ophcal studies on alkoh metal perchiorates 

The birefringence, light transmission and minoscopy studles on K, Rb and Cs perchlorates clearly 
suggested that the high-temperature phase rransrtions occurring in these crystals are ferroelastic-paraelastic 
of type m3m Fmmm(ss)' W e  number of crystallographically permissible domam walls m sach a transition 
being as high as 21, the observed domain structure should look very complicated and this 1s what has 
been actually observed experimentally. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

EIeetrical and spectroscopic investigations of phase transitions in ferroelastic TAAP 
and DTAAP by M. N. Shashikala. 
Research supervisor: H. L. Bhat. 
Department: Physics 

1. I n t ~ c t i a n  

Monoclinic telluric acid ammonium phosphate [Te(OH)&. 2N&H2P04. (N&),HP04] referred to as TAAP 
is a recently discovered ferroelectric with its physical properties comparable to those of tqglycine sulphatel. 
It undergoes a second-order phase transition at 45°C. In fad ,  when compared to TGS, it exhibits several 
advantages such as no cleavage plank, neither brittle nor plastic, no mechanical stresses or strains when 
grown, insensitive to thermal variations, possibility of growing large and macro defect-free clystals2. Be- 
cause of its better mechanical and geometric properties, TAAP is considered a potential replacement for 
TGS in pyroelectric detection and imaging. However, on account of its being a recently discovered fer- 
roelectric material, all its physical properties have not yet been completely investigated. We have therefore 
undertaken detailed studies on the ferroelectric properties of this new crystal and its deuterated analogue 
aaoss the phase transition and the results obtained during these investigations form the m a n  body of this 
work. 

Optical-quality single crystals of TAAP were grown at 33°C by slow evaporation from the aqueous solution 
of telluric acid, ammonium hydrogen phosphate and diammonium hydrogen phosphate mixed in required 

The deuterared analogues of the crystals were grown from heavy water with an isotopic 
purity of 994 per cent at 10'C for effective deuteration4. 

The following experiments have been camed out to study the various properties of TAAP and DTAAP 

(1) Dielectric measurements were carried out using Hp 4275 model multifrequency LCR meter. The data 
were fed tb an IFJM personal computer to plot the dielectlic constant vs temperature. 

(2) High-pressure experiments have been carried out employing an EN24 steel piston cylinder type of 
pressure cell with liquid paraffin as pressure-transmitting medium. 

(3) Spontaneous polarization was measured with modified Sawyer-Tower circuit at 50Hz. All measure- 
ments were carried out on (101) crystal plates with air-drying silver paste as electrodes. 

(4) Raman spectra of the crystals were recorded using a Spex double monochromator with a photon-count- 
ing system. An argon laser (Spectra-Physics) operating at 4880 A with a power output of 150 mW was 
ysed to -cite rhe Raman spectra. 

$5) Infrared spectra were recorded in KBr pellets using a Perkin-Elmer model 580 spectrometer 

(6) Switching SNdies have been canied out employing Merz technique and applying a train of bipolar 
square pulses with a frequency of 0.2 Hz. 

(7) Dompin structure in TAAP has been observed by rubbing the crystal face on a smooth cloth, soaked 
with a solution containing 93 per cent methanol, 5 per.cent water and 2 per cent nitric acid. The etching 
time ranged from 5 to 2Q seconds. 

3. Results aad diseusEiom 

Studies of dielectric measurements on TAAP have shown that the crystal exhibits pronounced anomahes 
at T, and the dielectric constant follows Curie-Weiss law in both fen0 and paraelectric phases. One of 
&e observations made during the present investigation was the dependence of dielectric constant and 
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voaage Ivlcmi (ihousandsl 

FIG 3 Dependence of reciprocal of swiwitching rime lit, as 
a bnction of edema1 field at drlkrent temperatures. 

on TAAP revealed that it gows bath as predommantly single domain and multidomain crystals depending 
on whlch the internal bias increases or remans unaffected upon irradiation. Irradiation also decreases the 
peak value of dielectric mnstsnt and the trandtion temperature. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Design and characterization of bifunctional oxygen electrodes for metauair batteries by 
A. M. Kannan. 
Research supervisor: A. K. ShuMa. 
Department: Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit. 

Metallair batteries differ from other types of batteries in storing only one of the reactants while osing 
atmospheric oxygen as the cathodic reactant. A major advantage of metallair batteries over conventional 
battenes is their potentially high-specific energy denslty arising due to the low equivalent weight of oxygen 
as compared to other battery reactants with the exception of hydrogen and lithium. However, the major 



limuatmns of metallair cell.: that prevented their widespread application have been their low-spec~fic power 
dm\ity and non-rcchargeabllity. Both the limitations relate to the air electrode. 

During recharge of a metauair battery, oxygen is evolved at the air eleelrode according to the ieaction. 

4 OH- - O2 + 2H20 + 4e- (E,,, = 0.3 V vs HgiNgO, OH-)  

At the hlgh positive potentla1 required for this reactlon to proceed at a significant rate, undes~rable side 
effects, viz., corrosion dnd/or erosion of the electrode support and the electrocatalyat layer, have been 
observed. For these rcasons. dcs~gning of a bifunctional air-electrode remains a challenging technical target 
even toddy. 

2. Present work 

In this study, an attcmpt has been made to develop bifunctional air-electrodes for alkaline metallair cells 
in an electrode configuration which circumvents the associated colrosion and ernsion problems. As metalhc 
oxides seem to be attractive catalysts lor sustaining both oxygen reduction (ORR) and oxygen evolution 
(OER) reactions, an objcctrve of the present study has been to engineer oxide catalysts cipablc of sustain- 
ing ORR and OER. To this end, various transition-metal oxide catalysts belonging to ~ p i n d  (A&Oa), 
pemvskite (ABO,) and pyrochlore (A2B2060;,) families have been explored. 

Aftcr a brief introduction to the electrochemical features of metallair cells, preparation and characterization 
of various fluon-bonded bifunctional air-electrodes employing spinel and perovskite oxides are described. The 
porous structure ni the Uuon-bonded oxide electrodes has been opiimized using a factorial optimiutlon method 
with respect to binder composition, compacuon pressure and compaction time in a specihc electrode wdigura- 
tmn so as to attain an optimum performance both towards ORR and OER'. Galvanostatic polanzation and 
voltammetric studies have been conducted in 6 M KOH to ch~racterizc various oxide eleebodes. The elec- 
trochemical experiments a n  interfaced to an indigcnously developed data-acquisition system dliven by a mic- 
roprocessoi. Of the various perovslute oxides investigated, electrodes with LaNz,,&q,@ oxide could sustain 
load currents of 80 rn~lan' for.oxygen reduction reaction and 180 mAlcmZ for oxygen evolution reaction with 
respective polarization values of 0-45 V and 0-35 V from E,,. 

Among oxide pyrochlores, Pb21rzOsOi,, PbBxRnz060i., (a solid solution of Pb2Ru2O60;., and 
Bi2Ru20,) and BilSTbiRu2O6Oiy (a solid solution of Bi2Ruz0, and T12Ru203 are identified aa efficient 
bifunctional catalysts for sustaining oxygen reduction and evolution reactions. The electrodes employing 
PbZlr20sOi., could safely susten a load current density of I00 mAlcmZ at a polanzation of about 200 mV 
from Lhe rest potenhal in the cathodic mode and at a polarization of 100 mV in the anodic mode3. To 
characterize these oxide pyrochlores, x-ray photoelectron and x-ray absorption spectroscopic studics have 
been conducted. It is found that the electro-catalytic activity of these oxides is dictated by the nature of 
the counter cation present in them which brces the oxygen 2p-hand and the B-metal d-band to pull closer 
facilitating the oxygen lability in the oxide framework. Such a situation supports oxygen evolution reaction 
occurring through B(IV)-0- surface species made accessible by B(1VN) redox couple lying close to the 
top of the 0'- (2pb) valence band. The reduction of oxygen on these oxides occurs through exchange of 
surface OH- species with adsorbed 0; species present in solution. 

To examine the technical wability of these air-electrodes, prototype rechargeable alkaline ~ronlair cells 
utilizing 'pressed-type iron electrodes and bifunctional air-electrodes of PbJr20sO;., as well as 
PhBiRu,O60i, pyochlore oxides have been fabricated. The cells have been successfully cycled for about 
150 charge-discharge cycles without any deterioration. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Layered transition metal thiophosphates: A study of their properties and intercalation 
chemistry by P. A .  Joy. 
Research supervisor: S. Vasudevan. 
Department: Inorganic and Physical Chemsitry. 

Metal chalcogenophosphates are a class of layered compounds with the general formula MPX3 where M 
is usually a transition metal and X is S or Se'. The basic building blocks of the structure are MXs and 
P2X6 polyhedra which are edge shared to form sheets. The transibon metal chalcogenophosphates happen 
to be one of the few layered compounds which are magnetic. These materials have been reported to have 
a rich and original intercalation chemistry2. 

2. Present study 

The objective of the present study is to try and understand the nature of intercalation as well as the 
various changes accompanying intercalation in the transition metal thiophosphates. The study is restricted 
to the thiophosphates of Mn, Fe and Ni and the intercalating species to pyridine and n-akylamines. 

A detailed investigation of the optical, magnetic and vibrational properties of the host crystals of MnPS3, 
FePS, and NiPSi has been carried out to get a coherent plcture of the nature of bonding in the thiophos- 
phates. 

Optical absorption spectra of single crystals were analyzed and assigned to various transitions within the 
d electron manifold of the corresponding transition metal ion. The crystal field parameters Dq, B, C and 
A were evaluated in the weak field limit of the crystal field theory. The B parameters for these compounds 
are close to the corresponding free ion values, Bo, implying that the d elections are localized and fairly 
ionic. 

Anisotropic magnetic snsceptibility was measured as a function of temperature. The magnetic behaviour 
is typical of 2d antiferromagnetic systems with a broad maxima well above the Nee1 temperature. For all 
the compounds the transition metals are m the high spin state. The magnetic behaviour of MnPS3, FePS, 
and NiPS, reveals the entical role of the trigonal distortion of the MSa octahedra in deciding the nature 
and symmetry of the magnetic interactions. Although all the three compounds are isostructurai, the effects 
of trigonal distortion are quite different. In MnPSn, where the effect is negligible, it leads to symmetric 
Heisenberg interactions. In FePS,, the contribution of the trigonal distortion as well as spm-orbit coupling 
gives rise to highly anisotropic magnetic interactions so that FePS3 is best described by the Ising Hamilto- 
nian. In contrast, the effect of trigonal distortion and spin-orbit coupling in Nipsj causes the spins to lie 
in the basal plane and the system is best represented by the anisotropic Heisenberg Hamiltonian. 

Infrared spectra of both single crystals and powders of MnPS3, FePS3 and NiPS, were recorded to obtain 
the Ell c and 1 c active modes of wbrations. The spectra of all the three compounds are identical and 
show the same temperature and angular dependence. The normal modes could be separated into internal 
modes of the 'ethane like' P2Ss group and external lattice modes. The normal modes of the thiophosphates 
were obtained by the correlation method'. The vibrational spectra could be consistently interpreted in the 
ionic limit considering that the interactions are between the posttively charged M2+ ions and the negatwely 
charged P& groups. 

Pyridine intercalated MnPS3 powder and single crystals were characterized by XRD and TGA. Two 
types of intercalated compounds have been identified, one with a lattice expansion of 5.9A and the other 
with a lattice expansion of 3-4A. On the basis of the results obtained from thermal deintercalation mass 
spectra, EPR, vibrational and Raman spectra and magnetx susceptibility measurements, a mechanism is 
proposed for the mode of intercalation of pyridine in MnPS,. The intercalated species are found to be 
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the piotonated pynd~lium cations solvated hy neutral pyridme molecules in the 5-9W phase and by water 
niulecuics in the 3-4A phase. Charge neutrality 1s preserved by the removal of Mn"+ Ions from the lattice- 
creating defects in the host structure The mechanism a also to explain all the observed properties mcluding 
the weak ferrornagnctism of the intercalated sample. 

The spin dynamrcs m MnPSl and pyndine-intercalated MoPS, single crystals were investigated by EPR 
spectroscopy. EPR spectra of the crystals were recorded as a function of temperature and onentation of 
the cryml with respect Lo the magnelic fleld. The spectra were examined in the light of the theory of 
cxchange-narrowed EPR spectra In low-dimensional systemsi by analysing the angular and temperature 
dependence of linewidths and line shapes. For MnPS,, the results indicate considerable short-range corre- 
lations among spins even at temperatures much above the critical temperature. The angular rariation of 
linewidth shows a 1 + Cos2 0 dependence and the line h p e s  have predomtnant Gaussian character. The 
angular variation of Ime shape and EPR-integrated intcnsitm mdxate that spm-spin correlations are much 
stronger for spms within a layer than tho\< between the layers, confirming the 2d nature ot the magnetic 
interactions in these systcms. 

In the pyridinc-mtercalated MnPS,, the dominant component in the angular variation of hewidth 1s the 
(3 cos2 0 - 1)' term. The line shapes also show predominant Lorentzian character. The results have been 
mterpreted in terms of smgle-lon anmtropy, ansing due to manganese ions near a catlon vacancy, created 
during the intercalatton reaction. A mechanism for the observed weak ferromagnetxm il suggested in 
terms of canting of spins, the canting occurring because of different nngle-ion amsotropies due to local 
disturlmns in the mtercalated samples. 

Intercalation of n-alkylamines in FePSl and NIPS, showed that the amines arc oriented flat with respect 
to the layers in both the compounds, with a lattice expansion of - 3.32~. The reaction a Found Lo proceed 
by a mechanism where the ~ e ~ +  ions comc out of the la t tm forms Fe,03 w t h  the water molecules present 
in the intercalated compound. The presence of fine-parlicle Fe203 is confirmed from MOssbauer spectroa- 
copc studies as well as by magnetic measurements. The vacancies created by the removal of some of the 
~ ~ 2 "  ' Ions cause a distortion of thc FeS6 polyhcdra which is been as a doublet in the Mossbauer spectra 
with isomer shift identical to that of pure FeP$ but with a different quadrupole sphtting. 

The observed magnettc susceptibhty of aniine-intercalated FePS, is in qualitatwe agreement w t h  many 
of the feahlres cvpected far a Random Field Ising Model (RFIMP6. The random effects are due to 
vacancies of Fez+ ions or due to distorted Fez" sires near a vacancy. The model proposed is a b k  to 
jusofy the presence of superparamagnetlc Fe203 as well as a defect Fe,+, PS, lattice The results are 
further confirmed by electrical, vibrational and EPR spectra and thermal deintercalntion muss speclroscopy, 
etc. 

In the case of amine-intercalated NiPS,, a more complex electrical and magnetic behaviour was observed. 
But the resulta are explained in terms of the large crystal field stabilization energy of NiZi which makes 
it energetically difficult to remove an NiZi site from the l a t t ~ e .  So the mechanism proposed mvolves an  
initial reduction of part of Nilt to Nili by charge transfer from the amine followed by removal of these 
reduced sites from the lattlce which form a separate NiO-like phase. The EPR results as well as the 
magnetlc susceptibility data are agreement mth such an assumption. 

The intercalation reactions of the transition metal th~ophosphates have been compared and contrasted 
with those of the well-studied transition metal dichalcogcnides. Whereas in the latter, mtercalation is truly 
topotactic and reversible', in the former the reaction is more complex and n best described as a subst~tu- 
tion-intercalation reaction. The origin of this difference in reactivity has been attributed to the more ionic 
nature of the metal-ligand interactions in the thiophosphates as compared to the dichalcogenides. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

'hamition metal organometallic complexes and related derivatives of bis (diphenyl phasphino) 
isopropykmioe and b i c y c 4 i c - 1 , 3 , 2 ~ ~ ,  4~~dkmdiphosphetidiws by T. K. Prakasha. 
Research supenisor: S. S. KIishnarnurthy. 
Department: Inorganic and Physical Chemsitry. 

Diphosph-e ligands offer considerable scope and v e ~ t i l i t y  for designing homo and heterobimetallic 
cornpiexexes and the structural features of the resulting complexes can be. altered significantly by a l t e ~ g  
the substituents on Wrh nitrogen and phosphorus . In the present study, the reactions of the 
diphosphinoamim, P r l N  (PPh& (dppipa) and the bicyclic diphosphaancs [(PhNP)z(-X(CH&Y-I] (X = 
Y = 0; X = 0, Y = NMe) with gioup 6 metal carbonyls, iron pentacarbonyl, a range of metal carbonyl 
derivatives and palladium and platinum derivatives have been investigated. These studies lead to the 
isolation of several new trans~tion metal complexes in which the acyclic diphosphazane ligand dppipa 
exhibits monodenrate (.rl'-made), bidentate-chelating ($-mode) or hridged-bidentate (p) modes of coordi- 
nation. ?be bicyclic diphosphuanes exhibit monodentate or bridged-bidentatc modes of wordination. The 
stmctures of the complexes have been elucidated by mfrared and nmr ('H, "C and "P) spectroscopic 
studies and contimed in a few instances by nngle-crystal x-ray diffmctlon. 

1. Transition metal chemistry of dppipa 

'Thermal reactions of group 6 meral carbonyls, M(CO)a (M = Cr, Mo, W) with dppipa in boilrng toluene 
afiord the chelates ~ is - [M(cO)~ (dppipa-PP')] (M = Cr, Mo or W) (I) in 65-70% yield A single-crystal 
x-ray study of cis-[W(CO),-(dppipa-PP')I confirms its structure and reveals the planarity of WP,N nng6. 

The reaction of Fe(CO)5 wth  dpplpa in the presence of tnmethylamine-N-oxide (Me3N(0).2H20) in 
1:1:2 molar ratio in CH,CN a1 25°C affords the tricarhonyl chelate, [Fe(C0)3(dppipa-PP')] (11) In 80% 
yield. All the chelates exhlblt a high degree of thermal stability. 

Reactions ot dppipa with the acetonitrile precursor complexes, ~~c-[M(CO)~(MCCN),] (M = Mo or W) 
under a variety of expenmental conditions afford a range of novel mon~nuclear and dinuclear complexes 
(III-VII, Scheme 1). The dinudear molybdenum complex, 111 is isolated m pure state whilst the dinucle& 
complex, V is obtained as a mixture of I11 and V. In the process of obtaining single crystals (suitable for 
x-ray analysis) of the dinuclear molybdenum complex, 111 Crom diethylether solution, a heterohnctional 
chelate (1V) is isolated as the oxidizcd product. Complex I V  has bccn structurally characterized; the 
five-membered chelate ring deviates from planarity. Ckbonyl-free diphosphazane complexes of molyb- 
denum and tungsten (VII) have been prepared by the thermal reaction of fac-[M(CO),(NCMe),] (M = 
MO or W) with an excess of the diphosphazane ligand (dppipa) in boiling MeCN. 

Novcl heptacoordinaled complexes of rnoiyhdenum (11) and tungsten (11) have been prepared by the 
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Reilctmn of dppips with [CrH,Mo(C0)3]2 in boiling benzene yields a wmplex with a salt-like 
structure, 1X. w h ~ h  transforms into the neutral dinuclear complex, X, when heated under reflux m 
acetone. 

A 

VIII 

(hl = Mo, W, A = B - I or A = SnCb, B = CI) 

4- 

1 
P,L 

OC \JP oc ,CP 

\Mo PCP'N\PP,Q 
oc' \'P% OC' 'co CP \ \kiio/cP Ph2p-.N , 

P,L oc/ I I \co co co 

Reactions of dppipa with clr-(MCl2(COD)] (M = Pd, Pt; COD = 1.5-cyclooctadiene) jleld mono- 
nudear chdates, CIS-[MCI2 (dppipd-PP')] (XI). The homo- and heteru-dinuclear cornplcxcs of P ~ ( I )  and 
?t(l), XI1 have been piepared by the redox condens~tion reactions of M(I1) (M = Pd, Pt) and Pd" 
complexes. 

(M = M' = Pd; M = Pd, M' = Pt) 

XU 
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A diphenyl phosphlnou.: acid derivatwe. XI11 is ohtamed as an hydrolysed product m an attempt to 
prepare Pt(0) complexes of dppipa. It has not bcen possible to isolate a ~ t ( 0 )  complex in contrast to 
the reaction of Pt(PPhJc w~th dpim which yield\ the dinnclear complex, Ptdl*-dppm):. 

Ph, Ph, 

XI11 

2. Transition melal chemistry of bicyclic diphasphazanes, [PhNp], [-X(CH,)a.] (X = y = 0; X = 0 ,  
Y = NMe) (XIV) 

Reactmns of telracarbonyl derivatives, cis[M(CO),-(NHCrH,o)z] (M = Mo or W) wrth thc unsymmetnciil 
bicychc dlphosphazane, XIV (X = 0, Y = NMc)' y ~ l d  mononuclear complexes, ~ ~ . Y - / M ( C O ) ~ ( ~ ' - L ) ~ ]  (XV) 
(L = XIV) whsrem the btcyclic diphoaphazauc exhibits ?'-mode oC coordtnat~oo. From a comparison of 
the Phosphorur-31 chemlcvl shifts, ~t 1s ~nfemcd that P-0 end of the b ~ y c h c  diphosphazane llgand coorcl- 
nates to metal leaving belund thc P-MNc uncoordinated. T~calment of bi~yclic drphaspharanes, XIV with 
fac-[M(CO),(NCMe),] (M Mn or W) Leads to the lsolatton of the mononuclear complexes, fat- 
[M(C0)drl'-L)11 ( X W .  

The reaction of XIV (X = Y = 0) with CIS-[PdC12(COD)] yields a complex (XVII) of compositmn 
[Pd(l.~-L)=C12],, (I. = XIV) (X = Y = 0). In analogy with the results reported by Verkade and cn-workersY, 
one can tentatively proposs a tetranuclear structure for this complex (XVII) as a dinuclcar structure with 
two bridging hgands wh~ch will he stermlly more unfavoorahle than a tetranuclear siructure. 

ci t~ 
XVII 

3. Conclusions 

The prescnt invcstigatmns on the transition metal chemistry of dppipa aud the bicyclic diphosphaznnes 
demonstrate the rich chemistry that can be carried out w t h  these systems. The tranail~on metal chemstry 
of bicyclic diphnsphazmea, although explored only to a limited extent, shows that these hgands can form 
several interesting cornplexcs exhibitmg either ?'- or bridped brdentale modes of caordnation. 'Ibc cum- 
plexes contaming pendent diphosphazane ligands can bc valuable synthons for the preparation of bnnetailic 
and high-nuclearity clusters 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.1 

Electron spectroscopic investigations of nitrogen adsorbed on transition metal surfaces 
and of oxide superconductors by G. Ranga Rao. 
Research supervisor: C. N. R. Rao. 
Department: Solid State and Structural Chemistry U n i t .  

1. Introduction 

Adsorption of N2 on transltlon metal surfaces has been a subject of interest smcc many years" For the 
last one dccade, surface-sensitive techniques, wz., x-ray photoeledron rpectroscopy (XPS), ult~av~olet 
photoelectron specrroscopy (UPS), electron encrgy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), etc., have been used exten- 
sively to identify differem states of adsorbed molecules on metal urfaces'. Nitrogen is known to chemisorh 
moiecularly as well as dissonauvely on many of the transition metal surfaces. Two molecular states of 
NLadj have been identified at temperatures below 170K using thz above technquer. One oi  them is a 
weakly chemisorbed species with the molecular axis perpendicular to the metal surfacc (end-on orienta- 
tion). Another molecular statc is a strongly chernirorbed r-bonded preculsor nitrogen with the molecular 
axis parallel to the surface (side-on orientation). Thls molecular precursor species dissociates at higher 
temperatures giving rise to an atomic nitrogen on metal surfaces 
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2. Experimental 

The electron spectroscopic experimenrs were performed w t h  VG ESCA 3 MARK 11 and VO E S C l L h n  
V ipecmmeirn. Thr rddimona of Hc I1 (-10-S eV) T b  UPS ;ind AIK,. (1486.6 cV) or Mpk, (133.6 eV) 
far XPS were used in these itud~es The XP 2nd UP spectra rvcrc recordrd at pnrc encrgm of 50 and ?O 
eV. respecnvcly. EEL specrla were obtained oung a n  elecilon heam of pnrnaiy cnergy .:-5 e V  Snhirrarr 
surfaces xerc clcanrd by sputtcrlng with argon Ion beam followed b> annealing The evposurcs o l  purc 
N: gas were measured ~n Langrnuirs ( IL  = 10-" Tori i). 

3. Results and diacnssion 

Adsorptm~ of NI leads to the formation of a weakly chernisorhed molrculai state on clcm single-crystal 
N~(100). (110) and (111) sufaces as well as on polyc~ysrdlline Ni and Pd sutf.lcrs at 80K The mi-ractton 
strength of N2(ad) wth  the arngle-crystal Nt  wries In rhe order ol (100) > (110) > ( i l l )  faces On 
polycrystallme Fe surface. however. a i lron~ly bound molecular prrcusm coexists alrh a weakly 
chemaorbed N2 at SOK. The weakly chemmrbcd N2 is srable up to l0OK nnd desurbi icawng the rnulcculnr 
precursor above 100K. Tlhc weakly chrm~smbrd and prrcurm stales show 111s N-N htretch hrquenars at 
2110 and 1590 cm-'. respecrmely. The correspondmg bond orders arc ostimntcd to be around 1.7 and 2. 
respertwely 

Modificanon o l  polycrystallin* NI sulfate by clect~opositrve element u c h  iit. Ba or Al mct-eases the 
bonding bctween metal and N2(ad) because of rhe effective donation of metal electrons to the lir, 
ambonding orbmi This is manifested ~n the decrease of vihratwnal frzqiicncy f ~ u n i  2225 an-'. sahbilcd 
on clean NI surface. to 1945 cm-' on N1 sutface modified by Al. A malcculnr precursor spec~cs prmr to 
dissociation is formed at 80K on an Ni(ll0) surface covered with carbldlc carbon or atomic mtm:en. At 
low C concentration. however, direct dmociatwe chemisorption occuls on N~(110) surfacc at SOK. accom- 
panled by weak molecular chemisorpuon on the open N i  sites. 

h i  contrast to the effect of eleetmpo~ilnx elements. chlorine i s  found to wcahcn the chrnlwo~plml hand 
between the mctal and adsorbed CO or N2 This leads to thc stablllration of molecular spccles on CI-pie 
covered metal surfaces. As an example, Rg 1 shows different adsorbed N2 species prebent on clean. Ba- 
and CI-modlfied Fe surfaces at 80K. On clean Fe surface, borh cnd-on and sdc-on orlented N.(ad) specics 
are stable (step (I)) .  while on Ba~covered Fe surface only slde-on precursor specie* 1s found (srep (il)) 
This precursor spccics dissoaates into atomic nitrogen ar higher tcmperaturea. When Fc surface is covered 
with chlorine, we scc only weakly bound cnd-on-onented N? molecule without any precursor specm (step 
(iil)). This species desorba at higher lemprrature> 

Adsorption of N2 on Ti and Ti-Ni alloy surfaccs e found to be both molecular and dissocmwc. The 
moleculnr speclrs shows only a single N(1s) fu ture  around 405 eV indimtins very weak chrmtroipriorr. 
Physisorbed N1 is obssrved on Ti02 surfaces with bindmg cnergy around 103.6 eV. N~trogen adsorbs m 
the rnolccular form on NdAI, NdAI20; and "an-annealed NririO: surfaces ar 80K On annealed NiiTiOl 
suriace, however. we find bath dissociative and molecular adsorption at SOK (the latter dciorbs ar 12iK) 
~imilar to the Ni-Ti alloy surface. Thls suggests that the annealed NdTiO, may represent the SMSI state 
uf the catalyst. 

Core-level studies indicate the presence of holeb on oxygen (0.' type species) in IransKIon nmtdl oxidea 
Metal ions such as Cu3+ and Niqi which are formally expected to be m 3+ oxidanon state in these oxides 
appear to exist in the 2+ state because of the charge transfer from the oxide ma. Cu(2p) care-level studies 
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(ii Clean Fe surface 

Nn(d 

* 
(weakly bound) 

Frt. 1. Admrbed nmgen spectcs on clean, Ba- and Cl- 
modifrcd Fe surfaces ar 80K. 

demonstrate that Cu is present mainly m the 2+ state in Bi cuprates. The Cu-0 charge-transfer-excitation 
energy ahich determines the Cu(2p) satellite intensity plays an important role m the superconductiviry of 
cuprates. The relative miensity of the satelliie generally decreases with an increase in the T, or hole 
concentration in a p e n  series of cuprate superconductor-. In the case of BizCal-,Ln,SnCu20s+s (Ln = 
rare earth). the satellite intensity goes through a minimum around the same composinon where the hole 
concent:ation as well as T, show a maximum. The Bi(4i) spectrum of superconducting BaBiouPbo7iOs 
shows a single feature with no evidence for charge separation on Bi ion. 

Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Synthesis and reactions of oxygen and nitrogen heterocycles by S. K. Jayaram. 
Research supervisor: T. R. Kasturi. 
Department: Organic Chemsitry. 

1. Introduction 

Spirodienones, a class of compounds which occur widely in nature, are important from the point of new 
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of h~usynrhesi\ :md have n fascinating chernls~r~'  O~idaavr  couplmo of phenols 1s n conrrnirnr rnzthnd 
tor  tlie r)nrlies\ of sp>iod~enoiics. Kasrun ri id' habe ~solarcd the u s -  and nnlis-d~ipironaphrhalcnonca (1) 
and ( I )  along w t h  rhe Ahei's kztonc (2) 2nd qmnonemi'thldc dinier (3) ~n rhe ovdatmn of b~sndpthol 
( la)  n.nh 3. 5-dichloro-5.6-dirydno-p-t~en~oc~~1inunc (DDQ). Spirudicnones undergo a wdr xariety of band- 
molrmg and bond-breaking procsses with valious roascnts under d~iferent reactlo" condmons to fNe 
novel rearranged. stable products1'. In view of t h ~ s  !xc have synthes~scd sewr31 splrocompounds and 
srndicd lhrii fascinntlng chcmlstlg 

2. Reselts and discussion 

\\'lrh a uicr to syxhccwng the nitrogen analogues d the ahoie-mentioned splrod~enone~. oudanon of 
the nitrogen analo~urs  of b,sriaphthol ( l b  and lc)  wth  different midiimp agents like DDQ. KOBr and 
I(,bz(CN), was mxi~cd.  This Icd to the formotion of a nunrber of hcrerooromatic spirodlrnoncs (3 and 
J) A11 these compouuds were charactsnsed on the h a m  of specrrai propeltlea. Iaol3tmn of the dis- 
p~ronaphthalenones in the K:Fe(CN,> oxidation led to a reinvestigation of rhe omdation of b~maphthol 
wrh d:iferent oxidants rrhich rhrew soms light an the mechanism of formaaon of d~spironsphthalenoilcs 
and a nen rnecliamam inro lvm~ Baltun-type' ' inrermcdiars ( 6 )  has been proposed. 

The DDQ oxid;nion of h~wiaphthal goye in sdditlon to the ctxnplex compounds mentioned above. a 
numhsr of less polar compoonds. A rr.mresri_eatmn of this rcaction on a fairly large scale was undertaken 
uith 3   ex to chariicrensing these compounds. This led to the  sola anon of polyaromar~c sp~rocompounds 
(7). (8). (9) 2nd the mocruc)chc lactone (10) The structures of these compounds were ssriiblirhed b) 
ZD-homo and herero ('H-"C) corrrlstmn specuoscopg (FUCOUP) and the stcreochem~str). ass~gned by 
NOE srudier Furrber. lr was found that rhc rn;icroc)clic lactonr (LO) alm resulted from the DDQ ahidation 
of dirp~rondphrl:~lcnunes (4). Fornmion of all these compounds could be cxplaincd throu_eh the Uarton- 
r)pc mrsnncdme (6 ) .  

Oxldntmn" at the qu~none~nsrhidc dmers (3) burh DDQ or o-chlorami resulrcd In the iormdrlon of 
the symrnetnu fumfur.ms (11) rhs 5rrucrarc of u h ~ c h  w a s  conhrnrd b) .iprclro.rcopic \ludics 
The strrcocbrmlsrr: 31 thc nog junctlon m a  confirmed to be crs (J  = 8.04 112) b) n study of the "C 
s3reIlit~ p~-ia%s. 

To ha\? an :nsght rnro ihe mechanism of rraniformatron ilf ?-naphthol to n mnrure of o- and @- 
dlrnones durmo oaiiiatiun wrh o-chlorani17. a Rw q~unolinola and ~cny~unoli~lola weir ,ubi<orcd to r~rnilar 
oatdarlons ~ h ~ h  rssulted ~n The tomanon of spirodlenonss (12-17) Phoromeraatmn of these 
spirodlenones. i n v n l i q  p-C-0 cleilvsye was also studled and rhls rhiea some Ilghr on the slectromc 
tactorb in~olurd rn the iioi,cl r e i ~ i a i i ~ e m e n f "  Gignard ;eacuoil of the yumonemeth~de dimers (3) led to 
sp~ioalcuhols (181. The rrereochrmmr? ot r h o r  alaohu!~ n n s  conimned ro be trans by NOE erpermcnts 
O\idi:ion or thebe spircialcoholr a!th DDQ ~esulrsd In the novel dmepin dei~vari\,es (19) the structure 
oi ahich >\as confirmed h) 2D-nmr cxpenmenrs. 

Ssvstal hcreroaron~at~c ihiomans (20) 11d.i.e been s!nrhe\isedg gcnclnrlng 5.6-quinohnd~one-i-methidr by 
rhmnolysa a: 5 - d ~ m e r h ~ i a m ~ n u m e r h y I 1 6 6 q ~ ~ r ~ ~ 1 ~ n o l  and trappmg it w~th d~tferent dlenophilcs 

The mechsnlsm proposed by Dean er nl"' for the transtornmriun of the spirokstonc (2) to the ~ndolot- 
iopilne (21) upon trrarmenr w~rh YHIOH HCI. through the rnrermedlacy of the tropone (22). was found 
to be wong as the luterrnsd~are (22) d ~ d  not give the mdolorlupane under s i m ~ i a ~  reaclion condinom. As 
a first step in the relnvesrigatmn o i  the mechanism of rh~s interesting transformarmu. the srrucrure of rhc 
indolotropone was confirmed by x-ray crystal structure analycir Sewral 3.3' and 4'-subst~tutrd Ahel's 
krroner were s)nthesissd and subiened to the above transformanon. F ~ o m  the results obta~ned. ao alter- 
m t n c  mechanism involvrng the rransformarion of the aromatic B nng of the splrokerone to the tropone 
rlnp has been proposed. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Bioleaching of a lean grade chalcopyrite ore--studies on amenability and mechanisms 
by K.  Suryanarayana Murthy. 
Research supervisor: K. A. Natarajan. 
Department: Metallurgy. 

1. Introdurtiuu 

The major problem bang faced b? today's mining ~ndustry is the conrinuoui depletmn of high-grade ores 
and the subsequent need to mme lean-grade ore dcposirs Td1 now. rhese lean-gradc ore deposns haw 
been neglected because convennonal pyrometallurgicai techniques. which are energy consuming in nature. 
are nor cost efiect~vr to process. B~olraching which ~ e q u ~ r e s  very hrrle'energ! has emerged s r  an dtcrnrtivc 
methodology to the convcnuonal rechnlquc ~n procesmg such lean-grade ores. B~oleach~ng has also add]- 
rlonal advantages such as abatmg air pollution and sumbiliry for the treatmen1 of small mnnagr% Xcrohial 
panicipanon ~n the lrachmg of aulphrdes hai besn reported elsewhere". Currently. this tcchmquc is beme 
w~dely used In the extramon of copper and uranium on an mdustnal scale. 

Malanjkhand copper proiecr. the second iargesr ore-produang mine m Indm mami? adoprs conxnr~onal 
p!Tonlerallurgical rechnlque for metal extraction from hlgh-grade ore\ in which the copper content is lnore 
than 0.5 per cent. It i5 ecrimated thar in the next 12 years of operation. about I ?  million tonncs oi lean 
ore contaming about 0.3 pcr cent of copper wll be produced w h ~ h  cannot be proccsscd ccnnom~cally by 
the above technique. 

n l e  culrent work has been underraken w~th rhs follov,fng objrctiver. 

12) To optimise the vanour process such as particle Gze, temperature and the neccssrty of 
external addmon of 9K- nutrients. 
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Fto 1 Copper oncentrariuna a\ r funcnaa of itme for FIG. 2. Bmlcac i l in~  of copper from chal~opynfe ore 
column lehchlnp of quanz-baaed chaicopynrc ore (-12 - 25 meshj uith srramr of T jer ioo~idani  adapred 
(-2.5 cm - 1-25 cm). to dif!er;nt mmeial sulphides (shake flrsk Ieachq) 

(b) To invesngate the significance of adapted strains in biolsaching. and 

(c) To ascertain the relative sgificance of direct and indirect mechanisms o c m m g  in a bioleachng process. 

3. Experimental programme 

The optimisation of various process parameters was studied with respect to column leaching The lean- 
grade chalcopyrite ore sample used in the above experiments was procured from Malanlkhand. The ore 
2s received was init~ally segregated into quartz- aiid granite-based samples and used separately in the 
experiments to find the influence of nature o i  gangue matenal on lsachmg Mrncralogicai as well as 
chemxcal analysis carried out separately for each rampie revealed abour 04 per cent of copper in quarrz- 
based sample n,!ile granite-based sample contained about 0.16 per cent of copper. 

Shake flask smdies were carried out for rhe abov; ore sample to imd the slgmficance of adapred s t ram 
in bideaching Two adapted strains, nanely, chdcop)nre and pynte were deve!oped in the laboratory and 
their leaching s35ciency war srudied. Studies on the bacterial attachment to pynte mineral were carned 
out ro have a cornp~ehenswe understanding on the influence of vanous parameters such as particle size. 
agitation 31 stmc co~d~tioris on direct mechanism. 

3. Xsults and conclusions 

Copper d,ssolutioii from a quartz-based chalcopyrite orc samplc as a function of time 1s dep~cted in Fig 
I .  It wuld br sees From the figure thar rhe metal dissolution was found to be h~gher In rhe presence oi 
bacteria rhan in their absence. This could be atrributed ta the direci and mdirect attack by bacrena on 
mineral sulphldes Higher ieachmg rates in the presence of bactena were reported earlier'. It is also 
evident from the above figure thar the beneiicial effect of 9K- on bloleaching was not of much significance. 
Similar results were obsened with granite-based sample as well as other sue fractlon. However, the 
magnitude and the extent of copper d~rsolution was found to be dependent on the nature of ore sample 
and the s?ze fractlon. Smaller particles favoured faster and bgher metal dissolution. 

Figdre 2 illustrates the s~gniiicance of adapted strains in bloleaching. Copper dissolution was found to 
be higher in ihe presence of bacterial strain adapted to chalcopyrire mineral followed by that obtamed 
with pyrite-adapted and unadapted strains, respect~vely. This is presumably due to the fact rhat rhe chal- 
copyrite mineral is expected to attack chaiwpynte mineral more effiaently compared ro pylite or un- 
adapted strains. 

The mflueoce of various parameters on bacterial attachment to pyrite mineral under stationary conditions 
could be seen from Fig. 3. A minimum period of rime lag was observed for the onset of significant 
bacterial anachment. This could be due to two facton: (a) Bacterial adaptarion to the mrneral sulphide, 
and (b) bacterial attachmenr to only a portion and nor the entire mineral surface area. Considering the 
second case, the bacteria should have chemotacticity to locare such favourable sites',s. The lag time was 
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found to increase w ~ t h  increasing partlde SIX Slmdar maults were obtained !nth other size fractions also The 
results obtained undm agirat~on conditions are analogous to those obtained under stationary con&hms. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Fluid rock interactions in the high-grade terrain of South India: A mineralogic and 
thermodynamic study by S. Varghese. 
Research supervisors: G. V. Anantha Iyer, M. Subba Rao and A. G. Menon 
Department: Inorganic and Physical Chemsitry. 

1. Introduction 

In southern India, a gneiss-granite-greenstone terrain passes into a granulite-gneiss terrain to the south 
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Tabh I 
csimiated of frHIOiP. T and S(H,OI fl far the metapelinc assemblages of Karnataka 

and Tamil Yadu 

S/ Locolm o P X1H:Of'" J I K , O I ~ ~  XIH~OI'~ 
no kbor bm 

Dodden 
Chikhakala\wnch~ 
X' of Channanahalh 
U' of Yelachtoppa 
SiV o f  Yeiachlkoppa 
N of Muddanpalya 
Neralamarada Doddi 
Jakkasandra 
?&raralvadt 
Mvralradn 
Kallankuppa East 
Kallankuppa Easr 
Hallinmad Doddl 
Tippasandm 
Kodambalh 
Dunlur 
Dunrui 
hrt~mur Hill 
Svrranur Dam 

throush a transitional zone spread over southern Karnataka and northern Tamil Nadu. The occurrence 
of charnockites as patches. blebs and cross-cuttmg veins showing transgressive contacts with amphlbohte 
facies pneisses is a character~stlc feature of the transitional zone and the predominantly high-grade 
Keraia Khondalire Belt (KKB) of southern most India. The accumulated field. mineralogic and 
fluid inclusion data indicare that the high-grade metamorphism was fluid-present m these different 
regions' 

2. Cordieriter as fugacitg monitors 

The channel volatiles in cordierltes of high-gade metapelires from southern and eastern Karnataka. north- 
em Tamil Nadu and southern Kerala were analyzed to characrer~ze the vanation in the fluid composition 
across met8morph.c g a d e  Infraied (IR) powder absorption spectra of the cordierites. used to characterize 
the channel volatiles. indicate that all the cordierires have C02  and H 2 0  as channel volatiles. suggesting 
thereby that the metamorphic fluids were essennally of COrH20 composition. An overall correlation 
bemeen the variation in the relative proponions of CO: and H1O and the metamorphic grade is apparent 
from the IR data. The H 2 0  fraction in the meramarphlc fluid. x(H:O)", was computed usmg a ther- 
modynamic method for water baromerr$ m conjunction with gravmetrlcally determmed channel water 
contenr and available pressure and temperature data for the pehtes. The modified Rediich-Kwong equation 
Of state of Kerrick and Jacobs3 for H20 and C01 was included in the calculation to take lnto account 
non-ideal mixing. 

The IR and x(H~o)" dara (Table 11) obiained for the southern Karantaka-nonhern Tamil Nadu cordi- 
enres ~ndicate a gross decrease in the proportion of H20 in the fluid phase with a concomitant increase 
m the amount of C01 zourhuards in parallel with the overall increase m the metamorphic grade. It is 
concluded that charnockites and other granulites of these regrons were formed in fluid-present cnviron- 
rnents and char large amounts of CO, in the fluids reduced the activitv of water during the metamorphism. 
Some exceptional X(H10)" values obtained may indicate local &ation in the flurd comporirion or 
reequilibrium effects. 
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3. Fluids and tetrahedral At, Si orderidisorder of &feldspars 

To document mineralogically fluid-rock interactions. structural state of K-nch alkali feidspars ~n the 
gnemes. metapelites. charnockites and peqmatlres of southern Karnaraka-northern Tamil Nadu and 
rhe Kerala Khondalite Belt was characterired using petrographic and X-ray powder diffracrlon 
methods. 

A gross correlation between the distribution of K-feldspar polymorphs and the meramorphjc grade 
is apparent. The amphibolite facies gneisses and metapelites and lnciplent charnockites of southern 
Karnataka contain ordered rriclinic feldspars with A1 occupancy ID the T,O site. r!O. ~n the range of 
0.949-0.971 (Table 11) The charnockites and metapel~tes of M M .  Hills host vanable amounts of dli- 
ordered K-feidsvars. t , 0  varvine between 0.375 and 0461  The K-feldsoars in the oink eranitir m m a -  . . . -  . " . -  
rites of Closepet affinity are ordered A quartz-feldspar pegmatic of probable metamorphic origin at 
Ch~llapura, southern Karnataka contams predommantlv dxordered K-feldspars. In the eneissea and 
chamochres of KKB the K-feldspars are p;edaminantly disordered uxth t,O &ymg betwein 0,334 and 
0.461. Textural ev~dence for development of microclms proceedmg from gram boundaries and frac- 
tures in disordered perrhitlc and mesoperthitic feldspars 1s secn In the h~gh.grade racks of all these 
terrains. Coarsening of mesoperthitic lamellae along peripheral zones of ga ins  1s seen m some KKB 
samples. 

The variation in the structural state has been mterprered to reflect principally the inreracrions with 
fluids of v a q q  aqueous contents and locally. deformation effects. In the southern Karnataka-northern 
Tamil Nadu regtons. H1O-defioent granulite facles metamorphism produced dmrdered K-feldspars 
while in the H2O-dominant amphibolire f a c m  metamorph~sm the K-feldspars formed were ordered 
Similarly. the K-feldspars formed from hydrous melt of  Closeper Granne are ordered Some of the 
disordered K-feldspars In the granuliter and metamorphic pegmatite underwent partial to complete 
Conversion to microcline due either to lnreractions with the hydrous melt or granitiring fluids of 
Closepet granite activity, or locally due to deformation. The ordered K-feldspars in the incipient 
charanockites may reflect replacement of the orig~nal plagioclase due to interaction w ~ t h  hydrous 
merasomatizing fluids. Low H.0 activity during the regional high-grade metamorphism and subsequenr 
gneiss-to-charnockire transformation produced the disordered K-feldspars in the gnelsses and charnoc- 
kites of the KKB. Later interaction with aqueous fluids resulted in the coairenmg and ordering of 
dmrdered mesoperthit~c feldspars. 
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15hle 11 
Calcuhted Al-oreupmey ir. the T,o-,~tc, t,O, for southern Karnataka and K U  K-i-lpldsprrs 

Sl Southern Kamarafu Cozirhcrn Kriiila 
no .- -. 

.S",npl~ 1,0* somp1i I 1 0  

1 Kabbil U-968(40) Manoanthala 0 380(42) 
2 Kahbd 0 971(23) Pima)iunuttom 0 398(19) 
X Emnzgudda 0 9 19(20) Vaddvathooil 0 380118) 
1 Chillapura 0 4%2(!7) Vadavathoor? 0 ?81(2h) 
5 .  Ch~llapura 0 JIS(O8) Kottaram 0-334(31) 
(I. Chillapura 0.437(08) Alyi~oopara 0 438(44) 
7 Walagui 0 436(06) Kadahrnivn 0 321(28) 
8. Haiagui 0 421(09) Pommdt 0-437(21) 
9. Swaiamudram 0 461 (29) Pappmvrncodr 0 461(25) 

10. Kollqal 0 i75(il) 

Soathe:n Kainntahv sarnpici. 1-Gnesr, 2.3iharnockite: &pegmanre: 5 tu 9Lc-charnock~tcs. 10- 
metapehic. KKB ~amples- I to -I, &g-:ne~wcr: 5. 7 ro 9 charnocklre. 
'By nsmg dncl la t f~cr  paramelers 
Standard dc'ratmn m parenrheics represents the lapt two dec>maia 

4. N~trnerical simulation of gneiss-eharnoekite transhrnationr 

Wnh a n e w  to artlculnting the role of individual fluid speclea in the gneiss to charnocklte tlansfonnat~on, 
subsolidus mineral-fluid equihbria of two types of chamockite iormatmn, namely. Kabbal- and Ponmudl- 
types1 were computed u s q  a Gee energy minimization method The program SOLGASMIX' was uscd 
to arrive at the P-T-XI, conditlons of mciplsnr charnocltization. 

A low value of X(H20) in the fluid phase is required Lo stabilize orthopyroxene ~n thc two types of 
transformations. For the similar P and T 01 5.5 kbar and 750°C, the computatmn indicated a valuc close 
to 0.25 for the Kabbal-type sssemblage and 0.2 for the Ponmudi-type assemblage as the upper limri of 
X(H20) in the fluid phase (Fig. 1). 

Under conditions of innpient dlarnock~t~zation. CO? and H 2 0  makc up the bulk of thc fluid phase. 
7 l e  other important fluid species, namely CO, CH4, H2 and O2 are too small The abundance of CO, 
CH+ H: and O2 is orders of magnitude hlgher m thc graphite-bearing Ponmudr syslem, compared to the 
Kabbal system, but these four species do nut total even to one per cmt of the flud phase. 

Computation of phasc equihbda in the PonmudK-C-H-N systcm showed that the m a p  fluid speues 
are CO,. K O  and N2. Thc abundance of other important species and the X(H20) values required for thc 
gnelss-to-chaockite convemon are comparable to those m the nitrogen-ire? sysiem. The amouni of 
equi!ibrium NIb is very low indicanng the atab~lity of N, under granulate condliions. Computation w~th  
varying amounts of N? ahowed that the X(H20) requ~rcd for implent charnockitization 1s almost the same, 
indicating the vely similar role OF NZ and COz as d~iuents of H20. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Specificity and mechanism of action of WNase TI-a computer modelling study by P. 
V. Balaji. 
Research supervisor: V. S. R. Rao. 
Department: Molecular Biophysics Unit. 

1. Introduction 

Pabanuclease TI (RNase TI), an extracellular endonucledse secreted by the iungus Asper~iN~ls ~ ~ ; a e ' ~ .  
ha.: been selected as the model aystcrn for the present woik because of both its hrsh specifiaty and small 
s i x  (101 amino-acld resrducs). It spccdically recognlses the guaninc bases In smslc-stranded ribunucletc 
and and catalyses the hydrolysis of the phosphodiester bonds on the 3'-side of thls base m a nvo-step 
reaction mechanism involvmg the intermcdiatc lormatian of gunnosme 2', 3'-cyclic phosphate (G i p). 
The crystal structure of the enzyme complexcd mth  its spec~fic inhibitor guanosine 2'-mono phosphate 
(2'-GMP) has bren dctermincd at a hlgh reaolutmn of 1.9 by two groups of workcrs ~ n d e p c n d e n t l ~ ~ .  
In add~tion, high-resolution structures of RNaw TI complexed with gurnyl 2', 5'-guanosinc' and guanosine- 
free RNase TI complexcd with vanadate%nr elso known. The solution stmcture of RNase T: a d  its 
complexes with 2'-GMP and guanosme 3'-monopbosphatc (3'-GMP)%have bcen determined hy ZD nmr 
spectroscopy combined wlth dmance geometry and rcstraincd molecular dyndmics calculations Apart hom 
rhese studies, 'H, "C and ''~-nmr"'' and site-dlrected mutagen~ais '~ studies have also been carried out. 
But these studies do  not agree w ~ t h  each other in %,me of theit ronclu.;ion? like tlie puckering o i  Lhr 
ribose moiety of the inhibitor when bound to RNase TI  and the hydrogen-bondmg scheme for thc RNase 
TI-2'-GMP complex. Further, these stud~es did nor prov~de any conclusive evidence for the high speciiic~ty 
of RNase T, for guanine. Although I-1~40, Glu58, Arg77 and His92 have beeu idcntficd to be c%sential 
for enzyme activiry by chemical modification and other physicochemical studies, no definite role for these 
amino-acid residues in catalysis has been assigned so far. Based on x-ray crystallographic1', 2D nmr spec- 
trascopicR and site-directed nrutagenes~al'~'\tudies, three different schemes for the mechanism of action 
of RNase T, have been proposed and they d~ffer signlticantly in the nature of the amino-and res~dues 
involved in catalysis. 

2.  Results and discussion 

The calculated interaction energres of the three goanosioe monophosphates have ~tmwn a decrease in the 
order 2'-GMP > 3'-GMP > 5'-GMP in agreement with experimental studies The high pK, value observed 
for Glu58 in the RNase I,-2'-GMP complex has been shown to be due to posslble hydrogen bond mth  
phosphalc group. It has also hem shown that ribose moiety can a\\urns e~ther uf the two puckered forms 
C2'-endo and C3'-endo rn the complexes of 2'-GMP and 5'-GMP wth  KNase T, whereas in the KNaae 
TI-3'-GMP complex, it favours C3'-endo form. These results also explain the apparent &screpancics in 
the conchions drawn rrom x-ray diffraction and spectroscopic studies un RNase TI-2'-GMP complex. 

Among the tour nucleotides AMP, CMP, GMP and UMP, GMP has the highest and UMP the ledat 
interaction with RNase TI in agreement with the reported mhibitory power of thesc nuclcot~dcs. The 
present calculations also suggest that the nucleotides AMP, CMP and UMP can hind to RNase Ti without 
any significant conformational changes in either the protem or the nucleotide leading to 'lock-and-key' 
model of bmding. These studies also reveal the possible binding of AMP, CMP and UMP to the enzyme 
non-specifically in contrast to the bmdmng of 3'-GMP. 

The present calculations have also shoun that molecules of the type pGp, ApG, CpG, UpG, ApGp, 
CpGp and UpGp can bmd to RNase Ti in essentially two modes: one energetically favourable mode and 
the other, a weak binding mode. A stereochemical explanation for the unexpected mode of binding of 
pGp to RNase T, has been given from the present study. The amino-ac~d realdues possibly constituung 
the 1N and I p  sites were also identitied and the hydrophobic and sacking interactions have been shown 
10 play a key role in the bindmg of RNA to RNase TI.  
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Computer modelling studies on the binding of GpC and G > p ro RNase TI have led to a proposal 
for the mechanxm of actian of RNase TI (Fig 1). In this scheme, the amino-acid residues Glu58 and 
His92 sen'e as the general bare and acid groups for this enzyme catalysed hydrolysis reaction and His40 
stabilises the trans~tion state. After the hydrolysis reaction, the product molecules pGp or NpGp will be 
in their weak mode of binding which helps rheir release from the enzyme. 

Thus the present computer modelling studies were undertaken to seek a plausible explanation for the 
specificity and the mechanism of action of RNase T,. Using semiempirical potential energy functions, the 
three-dimensional structure of RNase Ti complexed with various inhibitors (2'-GMP, 3'-GMP, 5'-GMP, 
AMP. CMP, UMP, A$, CpG, and UpG), substrates (GpC, ApC and G z p) and products (pGp, 
ApGp, CpGp and UpGp) have been determined. Modes of binding of inhibitorslsubstrates to the enzyme, 
hydrogen bonding and other nonbonded interactions between the enzyme and the bound ligand have been 
elucidated fmm these calculations. The results have also been used for successfully explaining the experi- 
mental observations. These computer modelling stud~es have also provided valuable information about the 
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specltlary. subsire mtelactlons and The possible mechanlrrn of dctlon of RKasc TI The rtudies 011 rhe 
complexes of  RNase T, uznh the products have also led to a posiblc mechanism of release of the product, 
rdbsequenr to cleavagc 

J Biochem (Tokyo). 1981. 89. 1185-1 195 

Pure Appl Lheni . 1985. 57. 417422. 

Smciremsm~,. 1987. 26. 86204624. 

Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Grain boundary layer ceramic capacitors from substituted BaTi03 processed from 
hydrothermal powders by R. Vivekanandan. 
Research supervisor: T. R. N. Kutty. 
Department: Materials Research Centre. 

1. Introduction 

'Ibc current emphasis on the ceramic dielectric materials m the electron~c components alms at stonng 
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Table 1 
Perowliter prep& by hydrothermal methodM 

Produd Reaclnnls Lowesr Sh-ueniie Cell constan0 A 
reaction 
temp 'C 

BaT>O, B~(OH),+TIO~.XH,O 85 Cub~c a = 4064 

SCIO; Sr(OH)i+TiO, xH20 120  cub^ a = 3.905 

CaTrOi CaO+BOi.%O 150 Monoclin~c a = c = 7.638 
b = 7.637 
p = 90.40 

BaZrO, Ba(OH):+ZrO-. xHIO 130 Cublc a = 4 196 

BaSn01 Ba(OH)i+Sn02.xH~O 260 Cub~c a = 4 116 

maximum electrical energy in a minimum volume, minimum temperature coefficient, low loss and widest 
range of frequency stability. This can be achieved by adopting grain-boundary layer or multilayer ceramic 
capacitor processing techniques. In multilayer capacitors, the high-pemittlvity dielectric is processed into 
thin sheets of 20-50 pm thickness and stacked into thin-plate geometry where each layer IS separated by 
thin-film electrode. In grain-boundary-layer capacitors, the ceramic is processed in such a way as to get 
condudng grain interiors and insulating grain boundary layers. Effectively the grain boundaries act as 
microcapacitors interconnected by the conducting grain cores'. BaTiO, and its solid solutions in a number 
of modified or doped forms are used for these capacitors. To get high c,, the ceramic should have blgh 
sinter deosity and controlled grain m e ,  which requires starting materials of submicron palticle size. In the 
present case, fine powders are produced from the hydrothermal method Hydrothermal is a geolog~al 
tern pertaining to the natural processes characterized by the jolnt action of heat and water under pressure2. 

2. Eaperirnental procedure 

Reactive gels of TiO~SnOZ/Zr0,.xH20 of varyng TilSniZr ratios are precipitated by the addition of 
N b O H  to T~OC12/SnC~ZrOCL, aqueous solutions. The gels are washed free of chloride and N b  ions 
and are mixed with Ba(OHl2 or or CaO. The molar ratios of A/Ti+Zr+Sn (A = Ba, Sr, Ca) 
is maintained at 0.98-1.05. The slurry is charged into Morey-tpe autoclave lined w~th  tenon. The relative 
fill in the autoclave is maintained at 6 W 0  per cent with distilled water. The autoclave is heated to 
120-275" C for 2 4  h. After cooling the pressure vessel, the solid products obtained are filtered. Donor 
(Nd" or Sbi*) and acceptor (Mn2+, Cu2+, Znzi) dopmg is carried out in the hydrothermal preparation 
by coprecipitating the corresponding hydrorides with the gel. The powders thus obtained are pressed into 
pellets and sintered at 1320-1380°C for 2-10h. Ohmic contact is provided for these ceramics by electroless 
nickel plating. The methods adopred for characterization include XRD, AAS, TGAIDTA, IR, EPR, TEM, 
SEM capacitance and resistance rechniques. 

3. Results and dirmssion 

Table I gives the reaction temperature, crystal system and the unit cell constants for the perovskites 
produced by the hydrothermal method". As-prepared BaTiOp is cubic (metastable) at room temperature, 
which converts to tetragonal phase aher heat treatment above 1200@. During the synthesis of BaSnO,, 
an intermediate phase, BaSn(OH),.3H20 is formed under hydrothermal conditions which decomposes in 
air at 280°C to give B~SIIO,~. Solid solutions of Ba(Ti,Zr)O,, Ba(Ti,Sn)O?, (Sr,Ba)TiOp are also prepared 
by the hydrothermal method. Solid solutions of Ba(Ti,Sn)O, form up to 35 atom % Sn, under hydro- 
thermal wnditions. At  higher Sn contents, the product is a mixmre of cubic BaTiOl and BaSn(OH)s,3HiO. 
Heat treatment of these mixed phases at 260°C gives separate phases of BaTiOl and BaSn03, which on 
heating to lMM"C, gives rise to monophasic Ba(Ti,Sn)O?. 



Fue powdcrs of TlOz (rutk) are formed horn aqueous iltanium oxychlonde aolutiou undel hyiimthapnal 
mndruons at 160-230°C wltlun 2h. The anataae phase is produced from !he same medium when sulfate ,on 
mpunty 's prevat.  with [SO$[CI] 0.03. Sinaiarly, ultrafinc Zr02 (monoclinic) is hydrothemally piecipmted 
Liom aqucous zmonyl oxychloridc ai ?S&23O0C withm 2h. Touagonai ZrOz a produced lrom the same 
rncdium whcn =!fate Ion:, are prcaent wlth [SO;J/[CI] > U-08. Both Ci02 and ZrO, wnvert to ABO, pcrordatcs 
when s~~spended m the mrresponding hyd~oxide aolution .~t 1 W O C  under hydrothermal conditions. 

A detailed walualion of size, shape and rnl'rostram o i  the doped and ondoped BaTiO, erystallitcs are 

carried out urmg X-ray h e - b r o a d e n ~ n ~ ' ~  and TEM studicii. It is loumd that thc concentration of Ba(OH)?, 
and acceptor impantirb affect the cryslallilr shape, whereas the ato~chiomerry \nth respect to BdT,, donor 
a well as acceptor impuritrca, influence the miaosiraim It 1s shown that the strains in the subrnicron 
crystallites are related to the polnt delects in the iatticc. Hcat treatment reduces anisotropy and stram in 
cndoped s;imples, whcrca\ ilnnraling ic less effectmc in doped matenals. 

Grain-boul~dary-layer ce~amic capacllors src procesed from Ba(Ti,.,Sn,)O; roltd mlurmns (0 c x < 
0.25), doped s~mul!aneoosly with donor and acceptor ~mpurit~es'" Dielectric propertics of these ccrrlnics 
are strongly dependent on thz concentration of donors as well a? acceptor dopants, the ceramic mlcrostruc- 
ture and Ihe phasr contents. It i\ also found that the 3d" configuration of acceptor imporities alro influ- 
snccs thc diclectnc properties. Energy-dispersive X-ray analya~s shows unform distribution of donor and 
acceptor lmpurit~es along the grain and gram boundaries. Phase contcnl analysn by EPR reveals partla1 
co+xl.itence oi krroclectric orthorhombiu and tctragona! phases almg with the pararlecuic  cub^ p h a x  
which directly couverts to the rhombohcdml phnac at low tempcratures. The msulatlng behamor of thc 
gram boundary layen. as compared to the grain mreriors, IS evplained on the basls of higher oncentration 
u i  barium vacar~cica 111 thcsc Payers and th* vihronic activation of ihe acceptor states 111 varrous symmetry 
configurations of a lattice that undergocs difhsc phasc transitmn. 

The reslstwity anomaly and the charge redlstnbution around the phase transition temperature at the 
acccptor slates in BaT103 la explained on the basis of vibranic inteiaclmn mechanisms. The resistmce 
anomaly duc to structural phasc transition in BaTi03:0.3Nd+0.02Mn is calcuiated using thc TO soft mode 
frequency. 'Ihe calculated reslstivlty values are modified by considmng the contnbutmn from mult~phonon 
interaction processz5 m d  from mixed conlrhutions from the lower symmetry phases wh~ch transform to 
cuhic phase above T,. The cdculatcd values are compared with expenmental observations. Valdity of the 
present explanatmn for the renstance anomaly during the phase transition 1s dmussed, m ccmparison wlth 
the existing PTCR models. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Impedance of sealed nickekacadmium cells at low stales of charge by M. S. Suresh. 
Research supervisors: S. Sathyanarayana (IPC), N. Kumar (Phys~cs) and A. 
Subramanyam (JSAC). 
Department: Physlcs. 

1. Introduction 

Nickel-cadmium cells are rechargeable power sources having a wide range of appllcatmns. Hermetically 
sealed, smtered plate nickel-cadmium cells have been used in aerospace applications to power satellites 
as these cells are reliable and have a long life. The cells, howeva, degrade in performance with use due 
to phys~cochemical changes that occur wlthin the cells. 

Impedance of electrochemical cells yields information on thc phys~co~hernical proccsscs occumng in the 
cells. When performed ovcr a range of frequencres, measurement of ~mpedance can give information about 
kinerlcs of charge transfer, diffusion of actlva species and double-layer capacitance Hence, technique of 
frequency response analysis is, in princ~ple, well suited for understanding degradation processes m sealed 
nickel-cadmium cells. 

Frequency-response analysis has been applied by several workers in an attempt to understand degrada~ 
tion mechanisn~s in sealed nickel-eadmium Most of them have sludied impedance of cells al 
relatively high (>5 per cent) states of charge1~2~s'o. A few studies have been made at zero-cell EMF?." 
which corresponds to zero state of charge. IIowevel, systematic study of the processes occurring within 
the cells has not been made, espeaally ~n the range of 0.0-1-2 V cell EMF. 

In sealed n~ckrl-cadmium cclla, with excess mgativr electrode capacity, the potential of the nickel axide 
electrode vanes from about 1.24.OV (vs C ~ / C ~ ( O H ) Z )  m the 'knee' region for negligible change m its 
rtate of charge. Thus, one may expect to find a wealth of infornratian about thc physicochemical promssea 
taking place at the nlckel oxlde electrode in the cell EMF range 0-0-1.2 V. Hence, an ~nvestigation of 
the impedance of scaled nickel-cadmium cells in this EMF region was undertaken. 

The impedance of sealed nickel-cadmium cells was measured by apply~ng a sine wave signal of 1 mV 
(rms) and measuring the mphase and quadrature components of cuncnt. The impedance was calculated 
from the ratio of the applied voltage to the cunent response expressed as a series-equivalent circuit (Rs, 
Xs). Impedance of cells was measured in the frequency range 1 4 . 0 1  Hz in the cell EMF interval 0-0-1.3 V 
in steps of 0.1 V. Impedances were also mearured at five temperatures -10, 0, +lo, +20 and +30T 
covenng the normal operating temperature range of nickel-cadmlum cells. 

TO check same of the hypothesea considered to explain the impedance behawor of cells several axpe- 
riments were performed on cell electrodes such as effect of adsorption of products of hydrolysis of the 
nylon separator and the effect of carbonates on the impedance of cells. 

3. Results and discussion 

The results showed that the impedance of nickel-cadm~um cells (Rs, XS) peaks around a cell EMF of 
O.W.4SV. The cell impedances were analysed by plotting them as a function of cell EMF and in the 
complex plane. Based on the results of experiments on cell clectmdes, it was concluded that the peaking 
of impedance of cells was due to processes occurring at the nickel axide electrode 

Based on the above results it has been deduced that the impedance of sealed nickel-cadmium cells IS 
governed by three different processes. 
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1. pii(II)/Ni(III) electrode reactlon, above a cell EMF of about 1.1V. 
2. A double-layer charging reglon between 1.0 and 0.2V of cell EMF 
3. A new (hitherto unsuspected) Faradalc process between 0.0 and 0.2 v of EMF. 

A detailed analysis of the results has led to the ident~ficat~on of the most probable reaction m the cell 
EW region 0G4.2  V as hydrogen electrode reactlon (HER). 

msed on the phenomenological theory developed to explain the observed behavior, equivalent circuits 
were developed that fit the experimental results. The values chosen for the equivalent nrcult are in reason- 
able agreement w~th  the values derived from theoretical considerations. 

4. Conclusions 

me following general conclusions could be drawn from this work. 

1 Three different phenomena at different Cell EMF; Ni(II)/Ni(III) reaction, double layer, and HER are 
responsible for the impedance of sealed nickel-cadm~um cells at low states of charge. This explains the 
occurrence of impedance peaks. 
2. Porous nickel oxide eiectrode can be modelled as a planar electrode at low states of charge after taking 
into account the increased area due to porosity. 
3. The variation of charge transfer resistance with temperature for the reaction occurring at O.OV cell EMF 
does not follow a srnple Arrhenius relation. 
4. The measured variation of the dopuble-layer capacitance of the nickel oxlde electrode with cell EMF 
concurs with such measurements made earlier. 

The conclusions drawn from this work may have far-reaching consequences in nondestructive testing of 
sealed nickel-cadminm cells, since it is now possible to identify clearly the regions of cell EMF which 
correspond to different (for example, Faradaic or non-Faradaic) phenomenological domains of the nickel 
oxide electrode 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.T).) 

Digital compueation of magnitudes and waveshapes of voltages and currents on trans. 
mission system cor~lponenis due to lightning strokes by N. K. Kishore. 
Research supervisor: G. R. Nayabhushairn 
Department: High Voltage Enginecnng. 

I .  Introduction 

~ g h i n ~ n g  has p~oved to hc tne ~ingle I q e s t  cause of outagci on EHV systems contribulmg to ncnriy 
50% of them. Thu i ,  therc is a great need to arscs, llghtninp peltoumance of transrrllsslon systems Such 
u study require5 ii knowledye of magnztudes and weveahapes of voltagcs and Lurrcntr due to lrghtnq 
ruokrs Rut there rs no rclrablc analytical method to ahszss these parameters. 7 h ~ s  work almq at mprovmg 
the eqmvdent nr'ult reprcscmauon of t h ~  l~ghintng stroke to asear Ihe magmtudes and waveshqes of 
lightning voltages and currcnts 

2. Equivalent circuit representation 

Thc thundercloud is  icprocntcd as a cap.iator chaged tu  cloud polcnr~al. The Ilghtning stroke cl~annrl 
i \  repru\cnted ccalM~cally as s lussy tranirn~ssx~n line, for the First linic, the lossy nalule la cona~dt.red by 
luinlmc I< .i\ K 4 ,(I  lhc hcgining and at the end of the llne and R,JZ at the mmddle H, ~trelf k catimaled b a e d  

-1501- Stroke to lower 

- 80 X-VT x-IT &VC 

VT = I-RMV peak 
-60 IT = 73kA peak 
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For voltage wowshapes 

Cloud potent~al (MV) Cloud height (km) 
Ho. i Variation of voltqe as a tuncrmn of cloud helght Fm. 6 .  Vmalron of emrent as Iunciton of cloud hcirhl ioi 
far V, = 100 MV m d  C, = i l 2 e .  V, = 100 MV and C, = 0-?pF 

on expermental stu&es an rmpulse current (8x20&s, 5-20kA) arcs(l5 cm long). The results of the ewpei- 
imenl could he expressed as: 

R, = AfB.Eup( ti?) 

where R, is the icsistancr of the stroke channel at any instant in aim. 

A = 0.3+244.Exp(-IpISi 

B = 4.0fZS-0-Exp(-Ipl8.2) 

7 = 3.0+6-0.Exp(-Ipi7.5) 

r = time in bs & Ip = Crest stroke curlell1 in kA 



35r For voltage wavostmpes 35p For curnnt  waveshapes 

/- Stroke to tower 

4 6 8 1 0  
Clwd height (km) CLoud height (km) 

FIG. 7. Variatm of tmes to front for voltage as a functmn FIG. 8 Variauon of tmer to front for current as a functm 
of doud height for Vi - 100 MV and C, = 0-29 .  of cloud height for V, = 100 MV and C, = 0.ZpF. 

m 
9 
X 

-ZOOr -200,- X-VL $-VSA ~ I S A  

Is* tt 1% 

VIA peak 1.02MV 

Time (md 
FIG. 9. Renulrs for distant stroke to phass condunor terminated in an SA far V, = 1W MV and C, = 0.Zp.F. 

The target objens of relevance are: a) towers withiwithout overhead ground wires(OHGW), b) OHGW, 
and c) phase conductors terminated with a transformer-surge arrester combination or a surge arrester. The 
tower is represented by a short transmission line of constant surge impedance terminated in a lumped 
resistance equal to tower footing resistance (TFR). TFK itself is represented as a time-dependent resistance 
based on Bewley's m e '  expressed as: 

where R is TFR at any instant t in ll and t is time in p,s 
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OHGW and phase conductors are represented by their surge rmpedance and transmission line behawour. 
A gapless ZnO surge arrester (SA) 1s modelled as a three-siope nonlinear resistor based on v-i characteris- 
tics from the manufacturer's data sheets. Each region is represented by v = kP. Here, v is the arrester 
voltage in kV, i the arrester current in A, and k and P are constants denved from manufacturer's data 
sheets. 

A transformer on on-load is represented by its stray capacitance, and when on load, by an inductance 
equal to the leakage reactance in parallel wlth stray capacitance. 

With the above representations, computations have been made for strokes to a) towers withlwithout 
OHGQ, b) midspan of OHGW, c) ground, and d) phase conductors terminated in SALSA-transformer 
combination. Dommel's method has been adopted for the computations. Figure 1 shows the equivalent 
circuit for the lightning stroke. 

3. Results and conelusions 

Figure 2 shows results for stroke to tower with OHGW for V, = IOOMV and C, = 0.2pF. Time to front 
for tower top potential VT is about l p s  reaching a peak value of 1,8MV, mth a second peak of similar 
magnitude at about 8ps. Time to tail is about 30ps. Tower current reaches a peak value of 72kA in Bps. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the dependence of VT and IT as a function of cloud potential V,, with cloud 
capacitance C, as a parameter. It can be seen that VT and IT are nearly linear with Vc. The values of 
VT are in the range of 0.15 to 14MV and those of IT are in the range of 6 to 72kA. These magnitudes 
are in reasonable agreement with the available field data3", lending credibility to the proposed equivalent 
circuit. Tunes to front for current are in a close range of 8 to 10 ps whereas earlier works mention front 
times in the range 2 to 1 8 ~ s .  Figures 5-8 show the dependence of magmtudes of voltages, currents and 
times to front on cloud he@ (i.e., stroke channel length) It IS seen that magmtudes reduce with increase 
m cloud height. This is due to higher drop in the increased resistance of the stroke charnel due to increase 
with increase in cloud height except in the case of strokes to ground. This 1s also attributable to the 
increased stroke-channel resistance (length). 

Figure 9 shows typ~cal results for a stroke-to-phase conductor. Distant strokesto-phase conductors indicate 
arrester currenu in the range 6 to 96kA with 6ont times in the range of 20 to 1 1 ~ .  On the other hand, 
closehy strokes indicate arrester currents in the range 8 to 130kA with front times m the range 20 to 1 1 ~ s .  
Thus the computed waveshapes and magnitudes are significantly different from those specified in the standards. 
There is little field data to compare meaningfully; therefore, it would be interesting to obtain the field data 
and perhaps a relook at the standards. Arrester potentials are substantially rectangular falling by less than 10 
per cent in 50 w .  Therefore, it would be interesting to obtain the field data on the hehaviour of transformer 
insulation to such rectangular pulses rather than thq present standard 1.2!50@. 

It is also observed that the magmtudes and waveshapes of voltages and currents are very much depen- 
dent on the surge behaviour of the object shuck. The transient behaviour of towers, OHGW and phase 
conductors is well understood. However, transient behaviour of ground is not as well known and needs 
to he investigated. 

In condusion, this work has been successful in improving the equivalent circuit for the lightning stroke 
to estimate the magnitudes and waveshapes of voltages and currents due to lightning strokes. Several 
possible areas of interest for f u m e  investigation also have been highlighted. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Transform techniques for optical waveguides by Shiva Kumar 
Research supervisor: A.  Selvarajan 
Department: Electrical Communication Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Practical applications of integrated optm require understanding of light propagation In d~electric 
waveguides of various geometries and calls tor elegant and quick methods of analysis. Beam propagation 
method (BPM) is one of the methods of ana!ysis',2. It is an accurate method for the medmm with small 
variations in refractive mdex profile. The method conslsts of propagating the input betm over a small 
distance along the propagation direction in a homogeneous medium and then correcting for the refractive 
index variations seen by this beam during the propagation step. The aim of the work is to analyse a few 
practical integrated optic structures such as bent waveguide, coupled waveguide and branching wave-guide 
using beam propagaiion method and a new transform technique. 

2. Results and discussion 

In BPM, one has to solve scalar Helmholtz equation for homogeneous medium ~teratively and apply 
correction factor. To achieve this. usuallv FFT aleorithms are adopted. But, IF we combme Simpson's 113 
rule with FFT to so!ve Helmholtz equation for ho>ogeneous medcum. The speed of FFT and a&oracy of 
Simmon's 113 mle are s~multaneouslv achieved. This algorithm is applied to studv practical integrated ootic . . . . - .  
structures such as bent waveguide, branching wavegmde, coupled waveguide and X-switch. For bent 
waveguide. the power output is calculated for different angles of bend. It is found from the study that. 
beyond the bend angle lo', almost all the power will be radiated Into the substrate 

Next the algorithm is applied to branching waveguide with shallow faper. It 1s found to act like a 
mode-splitter, ie., the TEOl mode launched into the input arm of the waveguide is found to be transferred 
cornpletcly into one of the m s  at the output. Next the tappers are made steep by increasing the bent 
angle to 1/50 radians. Now the waveguide acts like a power splitter. i.e., the power is splitting into both 
:he arms. With the structure considered, the ratio of power in the output arms is found to be 36.64 

Next, the merhod is applied to directional coupler and planar viavegude array. The results are found 
to be in good agreement with analytical results. The method is extended to cylindrical coordinates so that 
two-dimensional Fourier transform can be replaced by one-dimensional Hankel transform for the structures 
with cylindrical symmety such as optical fibres. 

The conventional beam propagation algorithm is modified using convolution theorem so that only one 
convolution integral has to be done for every iteration instead of two integrations. In conventional BPM, 
one has to: (1) take Fourier transform of input beam, (2) propagate it for some dlstance, (3) take the 
inverse transform, and (4) multiply by correction factor. The convolution mtegral suggested does all the 
above four operations w t h  the help oE a single integral and hence will reduce a lot of computational time 
and errors. In addition, transforming from spatial to spectral domain is done only once at the starting and 
hence sufficiently more number of samples in spatial domain can be taken to get better accuracy. If the 
same number of samples are taken in usual BPM, it will take a lot of computational time since transform- 
ing and inverting would be done at every iteration. The suggested algorithm is applied to the combination 
of mimo lens and tapper. The results are compared with the conventional BPM. 

Finally, a new transform technique for optical waveguides is suggested. The limitations of BPM are that 
computations can be carried out over limited propagation distance and also variations in the refractive 
index profile must be small. In the new transform technique proposed, such approximations are not made. 
The method is based on convolution and Laplace transform techniques. The method converts the partial 
differential equation into a Set of algebraic equations in the transformed domain which can be solved on 
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the computer by matrix inver~ion. For a homogeneous medium w~th  index n,, the field can be expressed 
as the superposltron of plane waves in all directions with the propagatson constant, !con,, where ko IS a 
free space wave number. Similarly, for an inhomogeneous medium of arbitrary index profile w~th  index 
varying from n,,, to n,,, thc f d d  can be expressed as the superposition of plane waves m aU directions 
mth thelr propagation constants varying from ken,, to kon,,. The method suggested describes a way to 
find out the weight of each plane wave constituting the field and hence by Founer inversion, total field 
can be found out. The meUiod is illustrated by the study of simple integrated optic structures such as bent 
wavegmde with parabolic and exponential Index profile. After finding the field, the propagation constants 
of individual modes are found out using correlation method3. The results obtained are in good agreement 
with analytical results. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Some studies on microprocessor-based ignition timing control system for two-stroke 
engines by M. N. Kumar. 
Research supervisors: M. V. Narasimhan and H. S. Jamadagni. 
Department: Mechanical Engineering. 

1. Iniroduction 

In the last decade, the growth of two wheeler industry in the country has been phenomenal. Several 
models of two-stroke, spark-ignition engines w ~ t h  a displacement volume around 150cc In scooten, 80 to 
lOOcc in mobikes and 50 to 60 cc in mopeds have appeared. There have been attempts to develop engines 
with much lower displacement of 20 to 35cc for mopeds. In particular, the population of the50cc engnes 
is already very hlgh and there is a clear trend of their numbers increasing further. 

Simplicity appears to be the sole vittne of the small-displacement two-stroke spark-lgnition engine. The 
need for improving ermssion, torque and fuel economy in this class of engines is imperative. In this class 
of engines, ignition characteristics and timing are not only crucial but also amenable to modification 
retabing the overall mechanical simplicity. 

Optimum ignition timing characteristic is engine-specific and is influenced by many parameters such as 
speed, load-equivalence ratio, atmospheric humidity, ambient pressure, ditution of fresh charge, fuel com- 
pos~tion and knock. But the major parameters which influence the ignition timing charactenstics are speed 
and load. A typical optimised ignition timing charactenstic is shown in Flg. 1'. 

Microprocessor-based timing control system only can meet such a complicated ignition timing reqwre- '' 

ment. Its feasibility has been demonstrated in several experimental systems and in production models of 
automotive 4-stroke multicylinder engines. The current invesflgation is aimed at developing a microproces- 
sor-controlled ignition timing control system for two-stroke engines. 

Microprocessor control system requires input from sensors. Implementation of cost-effective micro- 
processor-controlled systems is closely Linked with design and dsvelopment of simple and reliable senson 
and electronics. Thus control sensor art plays an important role in the implementation of microprocessor 
control. 
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Frc. 1 Ignltion requrrcrnents of 1851, 4 CLY carbureted 
mgme oprimw! fur min$munr BSFC ac function of rbso- 
lute manifold vacuum and cngne speed. 

2. Operating condition 

The def~nman of operating condition dccides thc senson to be used. The currently available systems use 
manifold pressure and rpm as thr major operating parameters, i.e., speed and load2.'. '111e mamfold pres- 
sure sensor, however, needs special manufacturing techniques and is therefore generally costly Further, 
the manifold pressure a known to fluctuate even under steady-statc conditions. To Cind mcan value further 
processing of the output signal is required. Thus, it was felt that the operating condiuon should be rede- 
fined. 

Manifold presswe is a function of speed and throttle. Thus, operating conditmn can also be defined in 
terms of rpm and throttle position. The throttle position can be measured easily usmg a potentiometer. 
Further, the throttle does not vary under steady-state operating condition thereby avoiding postprocessing. 

Throttle plate is generally a cylinder or a plate. The per cent throttle area change, with respect to per 
cent throttle opening, is maximum at 50 per cent throttle opening. In &gild systems, signals are measured 
as a fraction of a ceitam reference signal and expressed as an n bit number Conslderinn a resolution of 
1 per cent throttle area opening as adequate, ~t is concluded that a 7-bit resolution of throttle position is 
adequate for control numoses. Thus, Load sensme by mcasunng the throttlc valve offers advantare of cost 

3. Crd-angle sensor 

Although operating condition is defined by speed and throttle, the control system needs one more vital 
input, the nmk angle, far execution of the spark. 

Lo earlier systems, the aank-angle information is obtaincd essentially from flywheel gear teeth. As the 
flywheel has 70 to 120 teeth, to get required crank-angle resolution of less than a degee ,  some special 
techniques were usedzg. To sense the gear teeth, magnetic reluctance, electromagnet~c and Hall cffect-type 
sensors have been used-en t h ~  method is used, a separate sensor is needed to get the reference signal. 

If a!J positions of the crank shafi are to be recogmsed, the signal from the sensor should be analog. If 
the analog srgnal generator is used for sensing the crank shaft position, the positional accuracy depends 
ouly on the hardwan. A single analog sensor would be adequate to find the absolute positmn of the 
cranlcthah as against reference position and angular position sensors. Further mterface electronics is con- 
siderably simplified. 

Different concept8 for continuous signal crank-angle sensors based on vanable mductance, HaU effect, 
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AMK END FACE 

'IONS 

photoelectric effect and magnetic type were examined. Ihe-magnetlc lylx sensor w;is investigated further 
as it a simple and easy to fabricate. One more advanlage is that this sensor gives lpm information also. 
The proposed sensor 1s shown in Flg. 2. 

The output of such a sensor is given by 

V - K W 4 ,  coa 0 

where K is constant, W, angular velocity, +, flux and 9, crank angle 

It can he seen from the above relation that the output of Lhe sensoria a function of the angular velocity, 
ie., rpm. Thus, at any gken crank angle lhe senaor output voltage increases with speed. To recognize 
thc required crank angle using thia sensor, ratlometric and absolute voltage methods have bacn exarnmed. 

3.1. Rnhometeric method 

In this method, the ratio of the output to thc peak valuc is used to recognlse the crank angle. 

V/(K W 9, ) = cos 8. 

As thls ratio is independent oi speed, the crank n g l c  can he eas~lly rewgnised. This method can be 
translated into hardware easily hy luaki~lg the reference voltage of the analog-to-digital converter equal to 
the peak value. 

A mapetic-type sensor was fabricated and tested. The output obtained from the scnsor is shown in 
Fig. 3. The distartron at zero crossmg 1s consequent to the finite area of the magnetic pole and core. To 
reduce distortion an oMet was created betwean axes of the magnet and core. The wavcform shape im- 
pruved as the offset was maeased along with a drop m the amphtude. The crank-angle resolutton obtained 
with an offyet or I6 mm was 0.6 degrees. 

3.2. Ahsolute volruge method 

In  thc memory of the control system, the spark timing. r.c., some crank angle, 1s stored againsr the speed 
and throttle. Smce speed is known, spark timing can also be stored as the output voltage of the crank-anglc 
sensor. This method is namcd as absolute voltage mcthod. In this method also the peak value is measured 
to find the specd. The resol~ltion obtained in thls method depends on the speed. The actual msolutlon 
obtained is 1.57" at 600 rpm and 1.6" at 6000 rpm. 

4. Hardware and software 

Different possible comblnationa of and crank-angle sensing methods were evaluated. The ahsolutc 
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RG. 4 Block diagram of hardware 

voltage method of crank-angle recognition and mapetlc sensor output peak for speed measurement was 
proposed to be implemented o n  hardware. The mlnimal hardware required was found by analysis. The 
block diagram of the hardware is shown in Fig. 4. The hardware was assembled and tested. 

Different tasks to be execured by the microprocessor were formulated in.chronologlca1 order Then the 
software modules were written and tested separately. 

5. Results 
When the system was tested, the following results were obtamed. 
1 The speed is recognised to a resolution of 44 rpm. 
2. The throttle area is recopised to a resolution of 1 per cent of the throt area of the carburetor. 
3, The microprocessor control system utilises only 25 per cent of the total time available at 6000 rpm and 

2.5 per cent at 6Ml rpm. 
4. The spark timing accuracy is 1.71" at 600 rpm and 1.6" at 6000 rpm. 
5. The system's performance under transient operating conditions 1s sat~sfactory. 

6.  Conefusions 

The hardware configuration of the proposed microprocessor-controlled ~gnition timing control system for 
two-stroke engine can be obtained as a s~ngle chip to achieve compactness, simpliaty and low cost. The 
system time is under utihsed and is capable of managing additional parameten. The proposed ignltion 
timing control system has the potential for impiementatlon on two-stroke engines. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

Hydraulic transients in pumping systems with air chamber by Lakshmi Naga Padma 
Kandula. 
Research supervisor: K. Sridharan. 
Department: Civil Engineering. 

1. introduction 

This work presents the results of an extensive computational study of the transients in pumping mains 
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foilowmg power f i lure  and single-pump tripping. 7'he studies are of practlcai relevance to pumping mains 
of water supply systems, provided with an a n  chamber for surge protectmn. The influence of various 
parameters on the translents following power failure in system prowded with air chamber has been studied 
by earlier investigators'. However, there is some disagreement regarding the effects of the loss parameter 
for flow out of the air chamber, DHORI, on the downsurge followmg power failure. Some invest~gators' 
assert the existence of an optimum value of DHORl that will mrnimise the downsurge while othersZ 
advocate providing DHORl = 0.0. The tradit~onal design procedure3 for air chamber ignores pump motor 
mertia effects and assumes Instantaneous closure of the nonreturn valve, provided upstream of the air 
chamber, following power failure. There 1s an increasing awareness of the deleterious effects of nonretum 
valve mabnction In pumpmg systems, but these are usually ignored in air chamber design. It 1s generally 
assumed that pawer f a h r e  results in the most crltical transient condition, but some accidents indicate that 
failure of one pump out of several pumps operating in parallel could also result in severe transient pressure. 

With this background in view, the present study was undertaken with the following scope 

1 The influence of loss parameter for flow out of the air chamber, DHOR1, on the downsurge follov5ng 
power failure 

2. The effects of (a) delayed closure of pump andlor air chamber nanreturn valves, (b) pump motor 
mertia and (c) air chamber location, on the transients follow~ng pawer failure, in the transmission man 
and in the short reach between the pump and an chamber. 

3. The effccts of (a) delay in nonretum valve closure, (b) pump motor mertia, (c) number of pumps, 
(d) plpe size and length, and (e) valve closure pattern on the transients follow~ng angle pump tnppmg. 

2. Methodology 

The method of characterisucs employing finite difference scheme is used to salve the hyperbolic partial 
differentla1 equations, representing the equations of motion and continuity, governing the unsteady flow. 
The dependent variables, head and velocity at different locauons in the pipe, at different umes, are 
calculated. The boundary conditions at the pump end, reservoir end and various internal baundanes such 
as the junction, air chamber, one-way surge tank, etc., reievant to the systems studied, are used. The 
steady-state conditions of head and velocity existing before power f a h e  or single pump tnpping are used 
as the initial conditions. Wherever nonlinear equations are to be solved, Newton-Raphson method is used. 

3. Effect of oufflow loss parameter 

A parametric study is carried out to estimate the effect of the loss parameter for flow out of the air 
chamber, DHOR1, on the downsurge following power f a h e .  The effects of the variation in DHORl 
values over the range of 0.0 to 0.3 on the minlmum pressures are presented in a series of diagrams, for 
various combinations of the other parameters, vir., pipeline, air chamber capacity and line fnction paramet- 
ers. A total of over 400 computational cases are studied. It e found that the optimum value of DHORl 
which minimises downsurge is different for different locations along the alignment, with its value decreasing 
with increase in relative d~stance from the air chamber. Near the reservoir end, the optnnum value of 
DHORl is 0.0 for all parameter combinations likely to occur m water supply systems. The rate of deteno- 
ration in downsurge as DHORl rncreases beyond the optimum value where it exists is more than the 
improvement in downsurge as DHORl increases from 0.0 up to the optimum value. l h s  trend is particu- 
larly pronounced for small air chamber capacities and for locations near the resemoa end. 

4. PurnpNonreturn vslveAir chamber system 

'The effects of delay in nonreturn valve closure, pump motor inertia and air chamber position on the 
transients following power failure are evaluated by a series of case studies done for three systems. System 
I is of large size in which a discharge of 3.15 m31s is pumped through a 19.6-km long, 1750-mm pipe 
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under a head of 170 m System 11 is of moderate size with a discharge of 1.87 m'ls in a 3.2-km long 
1450-mm plpe under a head of 88 m. System 111 is a small one in which a discharge of 0.40 m31s is pumped 
through a 6W-mm pipe over a distance of 660 m under a head of 112 m. The parameters vaned are delay 
in the closure of the sir chamber and pump nonretum valves following flow reversal, WR' of the pump 
motor and air chamber position. Computations are made for over 50 cases. It is found that ideal closure 
of either one of the nonretum valves is sufficient to prevent deterioration of pressures in the transmmion 
main. When there is delay in the closure of both the valves, there may be significant detenoration of 
pressures except for long length systems. The pressures in the short reach between the pump and alr 
chamber are considerably hgher than the pressures downstream of the air chamber, for delayed closure 
of the nonretum valves. There is a critical delay, &, m the closure of the valves wh~ch results in the 
greatest head rise. At this critical delay, the maximum head at the pump nonreturn valve is found to be 
1.5, 1-5 and 1.8 trmes the working head in Systems I, I1 and 111, respectively. The maximum expanded 
air volume whlch is used to decide the size of the air chamber is signlficdntly larger for delayed closure 
of the valves than the value obtained by analysis based on instantaneous valve closure for small length 
systems. The decay of the high pressures occuning between the nonretum valve and air chamber occurs 
only very close to the air chamber. Hence, when the air chamber has to be provlded at some distance 
away from the pump house, it 1s advisable to provide the nonretum valve close to the air chamber to 
locahse the Mgh pressures. 

5. Single pump tripping 

The transients following single pump tripping are studied for a large system in which the system details 
are sim~lar to those for System I referred earher. The parameters varied are delay m pump nonreturn 
valve closure, pump motor inertia, number of pumps, delivery pipe size, delivery plpe length and valve 
closure pattern. Four types of valve closures are considered, an instantaneous closure of a single door 
valve, thsee-step closure of a multidoor valve, a uniform gradual closure and a two-speed closure. Compu- 
tations are made for over 1W cases. It is found that severe transients following single pump tripping are 
localised to the short reach upstream of the delivery manifold junction and downstream of the nonreturn 
valve on the delivery pipe of the failed pump. The transients are even more severe than those resulting 
from power failure. Even a small delay of 0.5 s in the nonreturn valve closure results in a maximum head 
1.9 times the working head for the system shdied. The transients wonen with increase in delay up to the 
critical delay, d,, with the maximum head being 2.6 times the working head for d, = 2.9 s. Pump motor 
inertia effects have considerable influence on the transients following single pump tripping as compared 
to power failure. The maximum pressure due to single pump tripping reduces significantly as the number 
of pumps is reduced for a system without an air chamber, whde this reduction is only marginal for a 
system with an air chamber. The decay of the high pressures occurring at the nonreturn valve following 
single pump tripping takes place only very close to the delivery manifold. 

The maximum pressure resulting from the closure of a multidoor valve is dependent essentially upon 
the dme of closure of the last door. The beneficial effects of uniform gradual closure are only felt beyond 
a certain duration of ciasure. But for such durahons, there is a risk of occurrence of large reverse rotation 
speeds of pump. An effective method of controlling the pressure rise without allowing reverse rotation, 
following single pump tripping, is to use a two-speed closure with a rapid inltial closure followed by a 
slow closure for the last 10 per cent opening. Increasing the delivery pipe diameter also helps to reduce 
the severity of transients following single pump trippmg. 

Design chats far air chamben on pump bnes, J Hydroul~cr Dm, ASCE, 
1978, 104 (HY9), 1289-1303. 

Charts for waterhammer m pipe lines with air chambers, Con. I. C w  Engng, 
1977, 4, 40-46. 

Wnbrerhammer nndysir, 1983, Dover. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Similar solutions and general correlating parameters in non-equilibrium gas-particle 
nozzle flows by R. K. T'hulasiram. 
Research supervisor: N. M. Reddy. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

For the past several years, highenergy propellas are in much use for the attanment of large amount of 
t h s t  to !ift heavy vehicles for launching satellites and other space stations. These propellants use metal 
powder for the stability of combustion which are burnt in the combustion chamber, get oxidised and come 
out as metal-oxide particles'. Hence, the entry into rocket nozzle will not be of pure hot gas but a mirmre 
of gas and metal-oxide particles. As these partides do not do any work, they lag in responding to the nozzle 
expansion process2. Moreover, the panicles are dragged out of the nozzle by the forces exerted by gas and 
hence gas will lose a p m  of its energy. This way the effective thrust may be reduced. Therefore, for any 
accurate analysis, the n o d e  flow problem has to be treated as a two-phase flow consisting of gas and particles 
with separate velocities and temperatures3. This is a tlpical example of two-phase nozzle flows. In the present 
work, a similar solution approach has been introduced for the analysis of non-equilibrium gasparticle nozzle 
flows and general wrrelating parameters for the rwo-phase flow have been obtained. 

2. Concept of virtual area and virtual speed of sound 

The existing theoretical analyses of gas-particle nozzle flows use the speed of sound pertaining either to 
equilibrium or frozen limits between the two phases4. Since the nozzle flow has to be treated as a two- 
phase flow expansion process as mentioned earlier, the corresponding mixture thermodynamic properties 
have to be used for any analysis. Therefore, the use of the existing defimtion for speed of sound of 
gas-particle mixture to the current problem of non-equilibrium two-phase flow is not appropriate. In the 
present work, new definitions for effective Mach number which are called as 'virtual area ratio', 'virtual 
speed of sound' and 'virtual Mach number' are proposed for uon-equlibrium gasparticle n o d e  flows. 
Using these definitions simple area ratic-Mach number relations which are very similar to those of pure 
gas case have been deduced' hom continuity and momentum equations. It is also shown from a typical 
nozzle-flow computation that the virtual Mach number attains a value of unity at the minimum value of 
virtual area ratio. 

3. Similar solutions 

For the current investigation, by introducing new independent variables, certain transformations of the 
equations governing the non-equilibrium gas-particle nozzle flow have been worked out using the new 
definitions and new expressions derived earlier, which reduce them into a universal form and a general 
correlating paramerer has also been obtained by gouping the terms resulting out of these transformations6. 
The general correlating parameter includes all the parameters specifying the gas and particle characteristics 
as well as the nozzle shape. Therefore, the results obtained for a single value of this general correlating 
parameter will be valid for several combinations of the gas and particle characteristics. The cumbersome 
job of repeating the solution procedure for every initial condition can thus be obnated and hence the 
computer time required could be reduced significantly. Various physical phenomena occuning in the nozzle 
when the particlesoccupy negligible and finite volume in the mixture have been discussed7. The potentiality 
Of the similar solution method in studying these physical phenomena without many simplifying assumptions 
has also been highlighted. 

4. Effect of particle M gasdppmic laser pedorrm~lce 

Same kind of two-phase flow problem occurs in a very recently evolved field called gasdynamic lasers 
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(GDL). In this system, a hot mixture of COz, N2 and He gases is expanded through a supersomc nozzle 
and due to sudden cooling, population inversion occurs among thz diiferent energy levels of C 0 2  and this 
leads to the fascina~ng idea of gasdynamic laser. Highly exnted N2 can be obtained by bunmg metal 
powder in an which is then mixed with cold C02 and He mlxture and then expanded through the nozzle 
for the laser action. Burnins metal powder in air will have products of highly excited N2 and metal oxide 
particles and hence the nozzle flow will cons~st of both solid and gas phases Here, the presence of the 
particles may affect the las~ng performance of a gasdynamc laser. 

For a mixture of COrNrHe gases, apart from gasdyname conservation equatlons of the two phases, 
one has to include two vibrational relaxation rate equations for the two v~brational modes of higher and 
lower energy levels of C02. The coupled gasdynam~c and vibrational rate equations have been transformed 
into a similar form and then solved. From the results obtainedY~'", the effect of the particles could be 
observed to be too adverse whzn the size becomes smaller. Also when the loading ratio is mcreased, 
sigriificant effect of panicles on the lasing efficiency 1s observed. 

5. Conclusions 

The majar canclusrons are: Hitherto non-available simple Mach number-area ratio relations and similar 
solut~ons have been obtained for the non-equilibrium gas-particle nozzle flows and the cumbersome job 
of repeating the solution procedure for every given initial and different parametric conditions could thus 
be obviated. The size of the particles plays an important role in the nozzle expansion process. The flow 
reaches an isothermal condition at high particle-loading ratios. The particles affect the vibrational relaxatlan 
phenomena adversely. The ophmum lasmg performance of the C02-N2-He gasdynam~c laser is affected 
simificantly when particle size is reduced or when the loadinc ratto is increased. The conelatinn mrameter - . .  -. 
obtained from the present study contains d l  the pameters  of the problem and ~t I S  shown that different 
values for th~s  parameter represent the complete spectrum of non-equlibrium flow from near-equilibrium 
flow to near-frozen flow regimes. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Kinetic upwind method for inviscid compressible flows by J. C. Mandal 
Research supervisor: S. M. Deshpande. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

The present work is mainly concerned with the development of a class of new upwind methods. called 
kinetic flux vector splihing (KFVS), for numerical solutlon of invisc~d gasdynamcs The need for the 
development of a new method arises from the fact that today's algorithms, though more accurate and 
lobust as compared to those in the earlier days, are still unsausfactory in many respects. Even though the 
causes of deficiencies of the method are qulte clear and the desmble properties of an 'ideal' method are 
well understood there is very little ldea about how to spec& these properties w~thout a contradiction.'The 
present research started with the aim of approaching the problem from a completely new angle so as to 
possibly avoid convenbonal p~tfalls. This exercise has finally turned out to be very mteresting and fruitful'. 

The KFVS methods are based on the fact that the Euler equations are the moments of the Boltzmann 
equations whenever the velowty distnbutlon function is a Maxwellian". The present work alms at fully 
exploiting the richness of this connection between the Boltrmann equafion and the Euler equatlons. The 
important consequences of this exercise are the foilowmg: 

The development of a class of new schemes which are robust and conservative, satisfy upwnd property 
and entropy condition, and are capable of yieldmg accurate wiggle-free solutions to a wide variety of 
problems covering subsonic ro hypersonic flow regimes 

The most significant outcome of the above approach is the development of a new treatment of flow- 
tangency boundary condition, called kinetic characteristic boundary condition (KCBC). This boundary 
treatment a based on the spscuiar retlectlon model of the luoetic theory of gases. The application of thls 
boundary treatment does not necessitate any change in the basic formulation as a result of which all the 
important properties of the KFVS method remain valid even at the boundary. Furthermore, this boundary 
ueatment is found to be very robust as a 1s cons~stent with the theory of characterist~cs and there is no 
reqlurement of additronal assumption or use of fict~tlous grid points for its implementation. 

3. Basic eoncept 

The collisionless Boltnnann equation (BE), given by 

where is the molecular velowty vector and ; the pusitlon vector, is a linear and hyperbolic equabon for 
a single scalar f (namely, the velocrty distnbuhon functmnj. The collision term is not considered in our 
analysis because ~t vanishes in the Euler tirmt. The collisionless BE is thus one of the most simple forms 
Of partial differential equabons whose exact solution can be resay written as 

Now an upwind method for (1) can be obtamed starting wlth the solution (2). It 1s therefore natural to 
think of an upwind method for the Euler equations than can be obtained by taking the moments of the 
uprnnd method of the BE. This procedure, referred to as 'moment method strategy' is the basis of the 
present method. In principle, this procedure IS very simple as it avoids dealing directly with the coupled 
nonhnear conservation laws. Due to the relative ease in dealing with (I), we try to establish various 
properties and conditions, etc., at the Boltnnann level and finally obtain these conditions at the Euler 
level using moments. It is later oh confirmed by eigenvalue analysis that the implementation of the upwind 
logic at the Boltzmann level leads to an upwind method for the Euler equatlons. 
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It should be noted that the scheme for the Boltzmann equation ts only at the conceptual level in KFVS. 
While solving the Euler equations by KFVS schemes the numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation is 
nevei required. 

3. Rsults and discussion 

' h e  present method and associated algorithms have been validated through numerous case stud~es. They 
are: ID shock tube problem, 2D shock reflection problem molving supersonic and hypersonic Mach 
numbers, and transonic and supersonic flows over circular arc bump in a channel The 2D shock reflection 
problem has also been solved by employing MacCormack space marching scheme in order to demonstrate 
that the KCBC can be used in conjunction with other finite difference schemes. Based on these studies 
it is concluded that the connection behveen the Euler equations and the Boltzmann equation is rich 
enough to perrmt construction of new kinetic numerical method which is robust and conservative, satisfies 
upwind property and entropy condition, and is capable of yielding accurate wiggle-free solutions to a wide 
variety of problems. Further, it n shown that the present fornulation lends itself easily to the construction 
of a new treatment of flow-tangency boundary condition in conformity with the theory of characteristics 
and without involving any extra 'boundary procedure'. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Development of a three-degree of freedom elastically forced oscillation rig for the mea- 
surement of direct and coupling dynamic stability derivatives of aircraft and missile 
models by B.  R. Srinivasa Rao. 
Research supervisor: G. N. V. Rao. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Modem flight vehicles are required to execute maneuvres in extreme flight conditions where complicated 
flow phenomenon are induced due to flow separation, interference, vortex shedding, etc. These phenome- 
non are highly motion sensitive and configuration dependent. Also, the unsteady and nonlinear forces may 
lead to strong coupling effects between longitudinal and lateral modes of motion. All these effects cannot 
be accounted for satisfactorily by theoretical methods alone. Where theoretical solutions are possible, 
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All dcnenslms 
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uupenmmtal confirmanon is nmt dw~able. Thus, erpinmental detcmandtlon at aerodymunc stability deuw. 
iivoa h;,s brcunw importmi in the mvesngmon oi hsnrlling ch&actcnsucs of iugh-performance fight vehicles. 

Me~suremcnr of acrodknm~c s.~blh!y denvauvca requues some kind ot o\cillatory ntccilan~sm to osal- 
iatc a model In rarmus degrccs ot freedom and extractmn ot damping. mffness and othcr derivatives 
conespundmg ta mode of orc~llat~on cvc~red Literazure survey has shown that aitlluugil arve~al Ischnquues 
{or cxpau~xntal de termnat~~n of denvat(ve5 z~rz ava~lahlc', they are mostly suirad lo the extraction of ;i 

llrnlred number ot mporrant denvdtivcs. This i b  gcnoially due to the limilallons at the capablhty ot thc 
stab~liry-dcrrmrivr ng. In many cascs. the ng e capablz of oscdlaling the model in just one degree-of-frea- 
dam oacilinrruns only, yielding danuplng and suffness denvdtlves m that mode. If several aerrvatires are 
icqurcd to hc mcaaured, the ilg must be capable of oiallating the rnodcl in ulultzpls dagreei-oi-ireedom?. 
The des~gn of such 4 rig 1s abwourly moiz eiaborsrr. 

In th~s  work. development ot a taiced uscriiai~on ng to measare d~rect and rollphng dynamic stablllty 
dcnviitlrts of arcraft m d  miisilc models m a wmd tunnel, including Magl>us derrvativcj, I S  descnbad and 
followed by the proscntanun ot sxpei~menral rerulti for a finned budy of rcvoiut~un. This new three 
dcgrerr-ui-iresdom usuliatory 11g war used to mcaaure 18 dynamic atability and hlagilua derivatives The 
design u i  the ng, iti iabncatmn. restmg, metla~d ui  catractmn of the dsnvamves. etc.. compnse the nmn 
contribution of thi? work. It was a!\o d c s i ~ d  to arord !he uae of electro-magnetrc dcwce\ genelaring lmear 
nmtlun directly by it much mailer ,torch-yoke. driven by a small electric motor Hcncc, ~t was dccided 
to dev~lop [he derlgn based around a scotch-yoke 

1. Development of the rig 

The dynmlc atabliny ng as conmwcd, drslgnzd and fabrt~atzd corrmts of two mcihanama, oue to convert 
ihr rotary m o t m  oi a dc motor into ua~islatury usc~ilaiury mottoil and the other to convert !he translatury 
uscillati~ry m o t m  ~nto  three-dcgeca-of-kerdom aaallatmns. The model mouutcd on the mechanarn are- 
cuter three-ilrgrees-of-freedoni osc~llanons m roll~ng. yawmg and swcrviug i l r  sinted cuhei.  lmeai rnotmn 
was generated through a scotch-yoke mrchatnsrn mounted at the end of a loitg shait dnveii by n 
dc moror. The mechanism is suppo~tcd in a housing w h ~ h  lirzit is supported on a statlonary tube 
through which the dnve chaft passo (Fig. 1). The statmnary rube 1s supported at an ~nrermediate posltlon 
such rhat (1s upstrcam infl"ence on the model will be ncgiigible and ilie nahiral irequciicy of ihc over- 
handmg poition (tube, driverhaft, scotch-yoke and model) will be much h~gher than the drrving 
frequency. 

The scotch-yoke mechanism conslats of a slotted bar and eccentric shaft assembly and convcrts the 
iotarional rnotxon by coupllng thc drrvrng motor !u an cccentrx shaft rolling insde the slotted bar. giving 
the bnr a sinurodai translatmy motlon. The frequency a t  translational oscili~tions can be adjusted by 
conlrollinp the dc motor speed and the amplitude kept constarn The model drmng mecha~ixm consists 
o l  two flexures one of which conuecta the model and u~c~liating bar of the scotch-yoke and the othcr 
flexure connects the datronary haus~ng uf thc scotch-yoke to rhe model. The flexures are deagned tr, 
enable driving the model into rcsonauce In rolling, yawing and swervmg modes by the trauslato~y smuso~dal 
orcillatlons of Lhe scotch-yokc mechanism. The nahual frequencm fol cach of the modcs of osiillauons 
were diffe~erent. berng typ~cdlly 3, 5 and 6 Hertz, re?pectively. A part~cular mode ot oscrllatmn IS excited 
by adjust~rig the motor speed to the appropriate frequency. When the requmd mode of oscillahon is 
excited. the mode exc~ted will he of large amplitude but b) designing the frequencies of the modes to be 
close, the model IS forced to execute coupled motLon. '111s 1s because the tall ends of the response in the 
other modes ovarlilp with that of dominant mode. The denvatwes are ohtamed by aolvmg the three-dey-ee- 
of-freedom coupled cqudtions. The equations contain a total number af 18 unknown denvatmes. Elghtecn 
equations are obtained Crom the three modal equations by splitting them into real and imaginary parts 
and insertmg data meamred in threc ddferent modes of oscillation at thrce known memas of the model 
obtamed by adding extra masses. Inertias were determined by Bifilar-suspension technique of measure- 
mcnr The model displacements were measured hy taking the ootputs of six acceieromctars mounted at 
two stations on the model. Excitauon was measured by six strain-gauge bndges cemented on the forward 
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1 4.0 [ OYEAUY~ 

@ EXPERIMENT 

FIG 2 Denwtive DV obtuned from side siipplng rnotmn 

and rear flexures. The strain-gauge bndge outputs were calibrated. The entire data were recorded on 
analog mapnetic tape and later quanthed. The solution of equations yielded 18 derivatives. 

The test procedure is to osc~llate the model at or near the natural frequency o i  each mode in turn and 
record the displacement, applied excitation and frequency parameters on analog tape. Teas were repeated 
after changmg the mass of the model in order to obtain measurements at three known masses. Recordings 
were made with wind-off and wind-on. The aerodynamic derivatives were computed as the difference 
between thz wind-off and wind-on values. Figure 2 shows a t y p d  companson of the present results with 
the data reported by a more complicated rig2. 

3. Conclusion 

It is concluded that the principle conceived and developed for the new rig can p e  used for experimental 
measurement of aerodynam~c stability derivatives conveniently and is versatile. It is believed that the 
present ng is a great deal simpler than many of the exixistinp rigs for such measurements b e ~ d e s  possessng 
the advantage of being able to measure Magnnus derivatives also. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

An explicit optimal guidance for a lanunch vehicle by R. Vijaya Vittal. 
Research supervisor: M. Seetharama Bhat. 
Department: Aerospace Engineering. 

I .  Introdnetion 

An accurate guidance scheme capable of steering a launch vehicie along a truly three-dimensional launch 
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trajectory is irquired due to limitatmns In thc laumh facilities, the associaled land mass constraints and 
the requrrement of fuel aptlmatity, especially for PSLV (Polar Satellite Launch Vehiclc) class uf vehlclesl 
Accurate lnlcction of payload by the launch veh~cle reduces the onbolrtd fucl expcnditu~c nuczsszry lor 
correcting any mjzdion enors, thereby enhancing thf satell~te life timc. A hlghly accurate, optimal three- 
dimensional gudancc  log^ is developed ~n this wolk along wnh a prellmlnary study of the onboard im. 
plementatmn reqmrements. The general explicit guidance schemer exh~hit numencal instahlllry closer LO 

injection pomt This difficulty 1s attrlbutcd Lo the demand for exact mlection whlch m turn calls for h t c  
corrections to be enforced in a relatively bhort time. A separate rerniindl gu~dance baaed on mmim~ratmn 
of quadmtlc penalty on rerminal injection errors rather than demanding an exact injection is also propoied 
A imple ilrategy to dynamically determme the appn,priate transition to the terminal gudance 1s also 
developed 

2. The guidance logic 

The explicit guidance schemes deieminc the required thrust orientation and duration of thrusting based 
on present and target srares alone. The guldancc compulations arc performed at regular intervals through- 
out the gu~ded phase to ensure the attainment of thc termnal conditions against reasonably large distur- 
bances. Such real-time cornpulat~ons are fac~litared by the equivalent unilorm glavity acceleration assump- 
tion" Accuracy or optimahty ot the steermg logic 1s not sacrificed by :he above equivalent constant 
gravity rzpiesentatmn when correct avaage estimates ior the gravitational accelerat~on can be determined. 
In the prrsent gudance scheme, the actual veloclty and poelion vector contnbuhons o i  spherical earth 
gravttatianal field over the future tlajectory are accurately estimated by Enke'sa method and averaged over 
flight duration1.' aa g,, g,, respcctlvely 

Fuel minimization is the pllmary objective for the gu~dance schemc apart from the requrrement of 
accurate injecrionz. For the non-rhroltleable rocket engines, lhis is equivalent to minimum time of burn. 
Emplogmg rn~mmlzarion of thrusting timc as d ~ c  perlormancc criterion, it can be shown that the optimal 
lhrust onentadon must coinclde with the costate vector y,(t), associated ulth the velocity vector" (t la the 
lime variable). It may be recalled that the Increments to the current slate in terms of position and velouty 
vectors are provided by proper thrust steenng programs to attain the target state ~n minnnum time. Such 
increments in the position and velocity vectors due tu thrust alone define a plane whlch may be called as 
a correction plane. The optimal unit thrust vector is confined to thls correction plane throughout the 
~emaining part of the powered stages of thc multistage vehcle, even though the actual pasitmn vector 
traverses along a three-dimensional path1,". Hence, the optlmal unit thrust vector C(r )  that 1s coinadent 
with the costate vector p,(t), can be expressed as, 

where, f,. Iy, are the unit perpend~cular vectors in the correction plane, P a parameter assouated with 
the rate of turn of the thrust vector, and T, the lhrust vector time constant. The optimal unit thrust vcctor 
u(t) (eqn 1) indicates that the steering angle measured from I,, follows a h e a r  tangent law This searing 
ande defined in the correction plane can then be received into the pitch and yaw angles in any inertla1 
coordinate frame. 

Generally, the point of injection on the desired orbit is unspecified, amongst the sin orbital parameters 
which define the target state An estimale or range angle Or, however, fixes the target state. The freedom 
in target state also leads to the reference unit vcaor & to bc defined along the direction of total velocity 
vector increment requued of the vehicle thrust'. Finally, six t e n n a l  condihons are to be sat~sfied by a 
proper choice of the guidance parameters, vtz ,  P, T,, Or, 780 (ume to thrust-cutoff) and two degrees of 
freedom in munially perpendicular unit vectors f,, f.* confined to the corrcction plane. 

3. Guidance computations 

The required increments m posltion and veloc~ty vectors to be gained through Ihrusting to attain the 
desired orhit can be estimated as: 
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V X ~ R  = V T ( ~ T ) - ~ O - ~ ~ ( ~ V ,  Tg0); R m  = RT(@T)-R~-R&, Tgo)-TpVo PI 
where V, and & are the navigational data on the present state of the vehicle, and Tgo is the estlmate of 
total remaining time before final injecfion. The target state is represented by the vector V,., RT. The 
required increments m the ~elocity and position vectors (eqn 2) are to be matched with those obta~ned 
by properly orienting the thrust vector indicated by a correct cho~ce of the opnmal guidance pararneters. 
The available increments in velocity (V,r,*(Tgo)) and position (R,,,,(Tgo)) vectors due to thrust can be 
estimated by integrating the vehicle thrust vector over the remaining burn time successively A simple 
series approxunauon to the u ~ t  thrust vector (eqn 1) 1s used in one method of evaluating time Integral 
of thrust vector. An exact method of integrating the s t e e ~ g  thrust profile is also developed for the first 
time5. 

A differential corrector approach is adopted for finding the guidance pararneters that decide the unit 
thrust vector and the suitable injection point on the desired orbit simultaneously, while treating the average 
grawty vector as constants. A scheme to find an approximate set of starting values of the guidance 
parameters which are essential for the fast convergence of the differential corrector is also preseuted'~i. 

The instabdity at the terminal phase 1s avoided by using a quadratic penalty on the terminal mjection 
errors, instead of demanding exact inlection6. The performance index for the terminal guidance is given by, 

Jr = 112 1 [ V I ~ ~ - V I ~ ( T g o ) I T  Qv[Vtm-Vth~(Tg~)l 

Tga 

+ [ R  - Ra~(Tgo) l~Q.  [ R m - R d T g ~ l  I + 1 dt. (3) 

0 

where Q ,  Q, are weighmg matrices associated with velocity and position vector errors. The transversdty 
conditions can be used to express the costate vector associated with the velocity in terms of injection errors as, 

Here, subscripts x, y indicate the f,,, f, components, respectively. Since, the optimal unit thrust vector 
O(tj is collinear with P,(r), it can be concluded fmm eqn 4 that as the target is approached the influence 
on the thrust direction due to errors in meeting the posioon constrant decreases as the factor (2-Tgo) 
monotonically reduces. A robust terminal guidance scheme using the above conclusion and physlcally 
realistic smplifying assumptions is developed7. A simple dynamic strategy s proposed based on observing 
changes in guidance parameter P associated with thrust vector turn rate, for invoking the terminal gui- 
dance, the present termnal guidance scheme involves very simple computations that facilitate faster gui- 
dance updates necessary for an accurate thrust cutoff. 

4. Simulation study and conclusions 

Extensive simulation of the guidance scheme has been carried out using the data corresponding to a typical 
PSLV class of launch vehicle for injecting a payload into a 900-km Sun-synchronous circular orbit. The 
major off-nominal conditions considered in the simulation are: fixed errors or random vliafions in the 
thrust magnitude, initial state with offsets, and the effects of computaoonal delay The merits of alternative 
methods for obtaining thrust profile integrals are studied. The high accuracy of final injection (Table I) 
and the smooth thrust steering angle profiles obtained in simulation study indicate the efficacy of the 
present guldance scheme. The specified error tolerances for the PSLV mission are (dpproximate 3 sigma 
values) +I5  km in altitude, k IOds  in velocity, k0.1 degree in inchnation and 0.01 in eccenrricity. The 
errors resulting from simulations of off-noml~al conditions indicated m Table I are much smaller than the 
specified error tolerances. The onboard computational loads are estimated by measuring the execution 
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Table I 
T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I  errors nnd time of bum in off-nominal simulations 

Szmulolron case Errors m f ~ n d  Terminal 
Orbu s q e  ~ z ' r r i o ~ ~ ~  

Ali V d  RT-a e normal burn dziranon 
im) (mid (mi (den) !me  /$) (sj 

XI@ XI XI XIP XIO-' 

Idrd candttlon 3.8ec4 1 6ec4 -2 652 l . R e C P 1 - 9 e . '  383.78 26.5 

1% High thwr 2.0849 0-1554 -245.9 26846 0.3924 374.65 30.65 

1% Low thrust 2.0922 0 1750 317.5 2.8874 0.2871 393-81 29 81 

Senlor biaq m each component of paman (50m) and velonty (5mis) employed 

+ve b m  05517 S 660 -8363-2 12-596 50.33 34.92 52 91 

-ve bias 0 hh76 8.659 82% 3 12.515 50-45 383.53 67 53 

1 r delay tor eailler phase and 20 ms delay far termlnal phase 

Computational delay 00002 0.00312 -3.3115 40228 03121 383.60 19.60 

time. code and data memory requirements on IBM-compatible PC-ATs5. The  results indicate the feasibility 
of the present guidance scheme for onboard implementation. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Some studies on laser-induced deposition and laser annealing of semiconductors by C. 
M. Harish. - .. 

Research supervisors: Vikram Kumar and A. Prabhakar (Organzation). 
Department: Physics. 

1. Introduction 

Laser-induced processes are becoming increasingly popular in microelectronic circuit fabrication. Economic 
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mabdlty, process flexibility and the abrldy to Initiate locnlised reacttons are some of the factors that make 
these processes att~active. The prrsent work iia a sllldy id two such particular applications of la5er in 
microelcctranic urcuit manufacture: (I) Nd:YAG laser-induccd dcpusitmn of copper lilrns leading to de- 
monstration or a dlrect-wnte process for fibncating m ~ c r o w a i ~  mteprated circuits IMICs). and (ii) !aser 
annealmg of damage.: caused by Ion implantat~on pmcess m silicon. Evaluation of the temDervture rise 
illduced by laser during thc ahovc two processes is alau indnded 

2. Lascr-induced copper deposition 

A trchmque for depos~tion of copper f i l m  on alumina through Nd: YAG laser-mduced dccumposition of 
copper acetate has been developed'. Thc decompositmn of coppcr acctatc, an organo-metallrc compound. 
has been studied by Maslowska and Baranowska' In arhlch coppcr is the only sulrd byproduct. 

A 91-96 per cent pure alumina was used as substrate material. The substrates were cleancd usmg 
trichloroelhyhne in an  ultrasonic bath to removc greasy material. Thereafter, a saturated solution of 
Lopper acctatc in deiocmsed (DI) water was sprayed on the ~ u b \ t ~ d i e  which was mamtained at 90-95°C [or 
15 minutes. The solution dchydratcd lcaving behmd a thnl (appromatcly one mmon) uniform coating 
of copper acetate on the substrate It was thereafter exposed to a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser beam. 
Decomposition of coppcr acetate was found to commence %hen the incdcnt average l;lsrr powrr was wet 
2 Watts, wh~ch corresponds to a laser power density of 25-46 kWIcm901 the cxpcrimental sct up used 
in this study. The volatile byproducts of the reartion escaped leaving behnd pure copper on the substratc. 
This has been conil~rned through ESCA analysic of the deposited rilm. A computer-contmlled galvnmrror 
system was employed to generate the required pattcrn of the deposit hlm. 

3. Laser direct write thin-lilm MIC fabrication 

TJsmg the above copper deposmon technique, thin-him MICs have been fabncated A graphical ktyout of 
the required circuit is prepared to scale. Prom thr graphical layout a€ the circuit are extscted data 
pertainln: to lascr beam scan: lascr beam positlon, number of scans and lengih of each scan. A computcr 
program ic then m t t e n ,  usmg this data, to control the laser beam positioner. A thm layer of copper 
acetate is coated on the subatratc Decompositim or copper acetatc occurs when Nd:YAG laser beam of 
sufilcient power is incidcnt on the substrate Program for, say, the circuit pattarn is mn first. Next. the 
reverse s ~ d e  of the substrate 1s coated with copper acetate and the program for ground plane i\ executed. 
Thus direct wnte a i  both cilcuit side and ground plane on the substratc is achieved. The patterns are gold 
plated to obtain the requ~red f l ln  thickness. A -3db. hybrid coupler 1s fabricated using t h ~ s  technique 
giving satisfactory perfommce. 

4. Laser annealing of semiconductors 

CW laser annealmg of ion implantation damage has been widely reported3,'. Most of the work has used 
lasers operating m the vis~ble regon, as this radiat~on is readily absorbed ~n silicon. Thir along with very 
short dwell times used has sometimes [ailed to anncal out completely the implantation damage. cspecfally 
in the interface region between the unplanted layer and the bulks. In this study, N&YAG larer is uqed 
at 1 . 0 6 5 ~  wavelength. Thls radiation is not well absorbed in sil~con at room lemperature. To inclease the 
absorption and also to reduce the thermal stresses. the wafer temperature is mantained at 300°C. 

Three commonly used dopant species namely, R , , ,  BF2 and P v  ale chosen for this study. CW Nd:YAG 
lascr anneal of B,, and B&implanted silicon yields samples with sheet resistance values matching those 
of the thermally annealed ones. The lascr anneal power window is observed to be 14-17 Watts for the 
1311-implanted samples and from 13-17 Watts fur the BF2-implanted samples. These power windows have 
been further confirmed by the I-V studics of the d~odes formed by laser anneal. Pi,-implanted qamples 
Could not be successfully annealed ~n this study. 

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) analysis of the samples confirms that the dopant redistributions 
due to h e r  anneal arc very meagle and ranges typically from 20 to 60 i. f u ~ t h c r ,  narrowing of the 
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implant profile accornpanled by a shift m the prof~le peak towards thc wafer surfdcc is obse~ved at lower 
anneal powers. Such anomalous behaviour does not appear to have been reported hitherto m literatme. 
This anomalous red~stnbutton bar been explaned on thc hasis of danrage dlstnhution in the host crystal 
due to Ion implantation 

DLTS atudiss indicate that the defect state densrty in the samples goes through a minimum when an- 
nealed at las-r powers of 15.5-16 Watts. An additional laser-mduced defect state has bcen observed at 
0°C in the case of BFi-implanted samples. 

5. Laser heating of materials 

Finding the ternpcrature in the c a x  of laser heating lequires solution of the heat diffus~on equation for 
temperature with the appropriate heat production term added to account for energy depositron by lascr 
beam. 

The general heat diffusmn equatmn can be written as7 

Here, T, the tsrnpcrature (OK), is a function of posttmn (x,y,z) and time t ,K(T),  the temperatore-depen- 
dent thermal conduciivity, in Wicm "K, D(T)  = K(OlpC, the temperature-dependent thermal dlffusiv~ty, 
in cm2/s (where p is the matenal density in glcmi and C the heat capacity m Jig OK), Q(n,),z,r), the heat 
product~on in the solid per "nil Lime per umt volume due to lascr beam, in Wlcm' 

6 .  Laser heating of silicon 

Assumptions made: (i) K ( n  and D(T)  are dependent on tcmpcrature but independent of positmn, (li) 
f (z)  is a 8 functmn and (rn) there is no f l u  density across the surface at z = 0, L.e., there 1s no re-radiation 
of energy. 

KrchoFfs ttranafrmn8 and Greens function9 techniques are utilmed to solve eqn (1) Lineansed ternpera- 
lure 0 is given by: 

where, 
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Evaluation of the integral [eqn (211 has been carried out using Mathcadmq software package from 
Mathsoft Corporation, USA. The model successfully supports experimental observations made during laser 
annealing. 

7. Pulsed laser heating of alumina 

Assumptions made: (i) Thermal properties of the material to be constant, (ii) Energy lost from surface 
radiation is negligible, and (iii) Nd:YAG laser radiation 1s readily absorbed by alumina. 

Following the lechnlque presented by ~eady" ,  the solutlon for eqn (1) is written as: 

where, 

O(1 6, 4, the dimensionless temperature, is evaluated for any given pulse shape, ie., for a given 
p(7 - 7'). 

Temperature evaluation for the particular case of Nd:YAG laser (1465fi) heating of alumina (AhOz) 
has been carried out using the above analysis. Integral at eqn (4) has been calculated unng MathcadT" 
software package. Estimated temperature rise using this model is in conformity w ~ t h  experimental observa- 
tions. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.1 

Structure and properties of austempered ductile iron as affected by aUoying, section 
size and heat treatment by D. Krishnaraj. 
Research supervisor: S. Seshan. 
Department: Mechanical Engineering. 

1. Introduction 

Cast irons are essenrially alloys of iron, carbon. silicon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur. Grey cast 
iron has free graphite in the form of interconnected flakes which account for its low tensile properties and 
poor roughness. Attempts to enhance the strength and toughness of grey cast Iron led to the development 
of malleable iron. Subsequent efforts to produce high-strength cast Irons having adequate duct~lity in the 
as-cast cond~tion resulted in spheroidal graphite cast iron (also referred to as duct~le iron or nodular Iron 
or simply a s  S.G. iron). Since then the use of ductile iron bas grown very rapidly to meet the inneasmg 
demands of the machine tool mdustry, automobiles and various other engineeiing sectors. 

In grey iron, the properties are pnmanly controlled by the sne, shape and distribution of graphite, 
rather than by the matrix. On the other hand, in ductile irons, matrix variat!ons have profound effect on 
mechanical properties. Of the different high-strength matrices, bainitic matnn is the one to attract attention 
m recent times. The production and use of as-cast bainitic ducule iron has been known for few years. 
However, as-cast bainitic ductile irons cannot reach the high toughness values demanded in several appli- 
cations. On the other hand, austempered duchle iron (ADD has been reported to possess much higher 
toughness and strength values than the as-cast bainitic ductile iron. The properties of AD1 are known to 
be dependent on base chemistry, parameters of heat treatment, presence of alloying elements and section 
size of the casting. It is seen from the renew of available literature that the present knowledge on the 
combined effect of the above variables on the kinetics of bainitic transformation'and on the mechanical 
properties of AD1 is rather limited. 

In other words, even though the potential of AD1 is well estabhshed, the material continues to perplex 
the researchers and foundrimen. In order to obtain data on the effect of the above referred variables on 
the structure and properties of AD1 and to establish reliable combination of parameters, a systematic 
investigation war taken up. The salient findings of the above investigation are reported here. 

2. Experimental details 

Unalloyed and alloyed ductile r o c  test castings (keel blocks representing thm and thick sections, respec- 
tively) were made adopting the standardized procedure of melting, spheroimsing treatment, inoculation 
and casting. In all, 20 different combinations of alloy additions (Ni, Mo and Cu In different amounts) 
were tried. Test blanks cut from these castmgs were subjected to austempenng treatment under various 
combinations of austempering temperature and anstempering time. Test samples were machined from 
these heat-treated blanks in order to analyse the influence of alloying, section size and heat-treatment on 
the following: 

a. Microsrmcture and morphology of bainite (using optical miaoscope) 
b. Tensile properties (using Hounsfield tensometer) 
c. Impact strength (using instrumented impact testing facility) 
d. Hardness (using Brinell hardness testing machine) 
e .  Retained austenite (using image analyser and scanning electron mmoscope) 
f. Wear resistance (using instrumented wear testing set-up). 

3. Conelusions 

The findings of the investigation were systematically analysed to study the influence of process variables, 
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$iz. (a) austempenng temperature and time, (b) alloy content, and (c)  section thickness on the atructuie 
and properties. 

Ausrempenng temperature has considerable influence on the mmostmcrure. Corresponding to low temp- 
eratures of austemper~ng, lower hainitic structure results: with increased temperature, the structure changes 
to a mixture of lower bainite and upper bainite. At still hlgher temperatures of austempering, fuliy upper 
bainitic smctures are obtained. On the other hand, austempenng times have only a marginal effect on 
stmcture, that too only ar higher austempmg temperatures. Additlon of alloying elements results in mor- 
phological changes in the bainnc matrix This effect 1s felt more at higher austempering temperatures 
The duratmn of austempering needed to realise fully bainiOc str~~cture increases with lncreaslng alloy 
contents. In general, alloying elements promote strucrural heterogeneity in terms of fairly large quantities 
of manensite for short austempermg times and untransformed austeniteimartensite for longer austempering 
durations. In thick sectlons, alloying addltions do help m improving the hardenab~lity (however, thin 
sections do not mandate any Improvement in hardenability). 

Conaisrentiy high UTS values were possible in all the trials. UTS mcreases with austenlpering time, reaches 
a maxlmum (corresponding to the completion of bainitic transformationj and subsequently decreases. 
Whereas, with increasing austempenng temperatures UTS decreases. Thick sections of unalloyed AD1 
have lower UTS compared to thin sectlons. Alloy~ng addltions, in general, bring about a reduction in 
tensile strength in thin sections. This is attributed to their effect in sloarlng down the reaction and introduc- 
ing hsterogeneity in the microstmctures. The UTS of thxk sections increases wlth alloying additlons to 
reach a peak and decreases thereafter. Therefore, appropriate selection of alloy contents is ta be done 
based on the section thickness of the castings. Molybdenum additlons have the effect of countering the 
adverse effect of nickel on UTS. Elongation increases with austempering temperature initially and de- 
creases thereafter. Elongauon increases initially with alloy contents but decreases beyond a certain level 
~ndicating the harmful effect of over alloying. 

Variation of impact strength is similar to that of elongation. Impact properties show an inltial increase 
with alloying, followed by a subsequent drop. In this context, the control of molybdenum at the approp- 
riate level checks the reduction due to over alloying with nizkel. High hardness values are obtained corres- 
ponding to short austempering durations but hardness decreases with increase in austcmpering time. The 
hardness, in general, increases with increasing alloy contents, and t h ~ s  increase is more pronounced for 
short austempering tlmes where the chances of incomplete rransformatian are more. 

c. Austenrre volume 

The volume of retained austenite m bainitic phase (assessed usmg the Image analyser) increases with 
Incrcablng ;lu\lrmpennd tcmpcrnrure The \.rlatl~n ~n au,tcam tolume wth sL,Iempenng lernpcrslurr a1 
the mternwdlate r a g e  of temperdturc, I, not a n w x r ~ h l r ,  b . ~  r r  htgh6r ~lskmpcrtng rdmpntar:s (the 
upper limit of bainitic transfamauon temperatures) the austemte volume gets reduced 

AUoy~ng additions increase the austenite volume of upper bainite but a reduction is observed at high 
levels of alloying due to mcomplete reaction. On the other hand, the austenite volume of lower bainite 
shows very little variation wlth alloylng 

d. Wear res*.tance 

Wear resistance of AD1 test castings corresponding to shon durations of a u s t e m p e ~ g  has been found to 
be somewhat poor, but the wear resistance improved appreciably on Increasing the duration of austemper- 
ing. The presence of alloying elements does not have any marked influence in improving the wear resis- 
tance of ADI. 
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It has been concluded that an appropriate combination of austempering variables and alloy contents is 
essential (with the consideration to the section size of the casting) In order to realise the desired structure 
and properties in AD1 castings Over alloy~ng and the use of very high temperatures and durations of 
heat treatment have proved bamiul. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Non-equilibrium solidification of pure metals (Al, Cu, Ni), bismuth, eutectic ALGe 
and AI-Cu and peritectic AI-Cr alloys by V. Thimvenkataswamy. 
Research supervisors: S. Ranganathan and K. Chattopadhyay. 
Department: Metallurgy. 

1. Introduction 

Since the seminal discovery of the production of metastable microstructures via rapid solidification by 
Duwez er all. there has been extraordinary interest m understanding, predicting and controlling these 
microstructures. Metastability can be of three kinds; compos~tional, structural and morphological. While a 
broad knowledge of the thermodynamic and krnetic factors that control the evolution of microstructure 
during non-equilibrium solidification exists, a full understanding is still far away. The present study explores 
the uon-equilibrium solidification behaviour of metals and alloys with particular emphasis on the micro- 
second-pulsed laser processmg. 

The starting materials used were of 4N purity. A number of selected &-base (4-Cu, AI-Ge and A1-G) 
alloys were prepared under controlled atmosphere. An Nd-glass-pulsed Laser was used in coujunction with 
other non-equilibrium processing techniques such as twin-roller quenching for achieving rapid solidification 
and entrained droplet for achieving undercooling. Material characterisation was done by using optical, 
SEM and TEM microscopy, XRD and differential scanning calorimetry. 

3. Interaction of laser with AI, Cu, Ni and Bi 

The characteristics of laser interaction with different pure metals, namely, alummnium, copper, nickel and 
a semimetal bismuth were studied in detaii. The plots of radius of the laser-affected regions above the 
meltmg threshold as a function of total energy show three distinct stages. The first stage which appears 
at lower energy level is nonlinear in nature. This is followed by a linear region. At  still higher energy, a 
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Fzo 1 Puhnsod hght mmcropraph reveahng Ule n'solrd18- FIG. 2 A cror \ - \cct~od scanrung electroo micnrprqh of 
ration charactensix of btsrnuth bicqstd. Note that b o u n d  the readldided laher-melr~d nickel pccirnen showing a 
ury apronmutely remained m the same poitt~on. banded rtruchm 

nose appears in the plot. This third stage corresponds to the onset ui drilling. An attempt to comelate 
the obscniation with a measure of beam diameter obtained by measuring the radlus of the cwhon hole 
succceded only in the case OI second stage where the melted region scales w~th the beam diameter. 

The fira stage is prommcnr only m high-conductmty rnetala like ~lurnin~um and copper, whilc the 
second stage n dominant for mckel and bismuth. These aie andlysed ~n terms of thermal diffuion dis- 
tances. 

4. Evolution of microstructure in laser-melted pwi of Bi and Ni 

Following the establishment of easy-glazing regions in bismuth aud nickel, we have carried out a detailed 
shldy to understand the microatructural evolulion durinp resolidification of the laser-melted pool. The 
regrowth charilcteristics2 of the laser-melted pool along a grain boundary for a b~smuth bicrystal are auch 
that boundary does not displacc significantly (Rg. I). For polycrystalhne bismuth with a mixed gram size, 
the epitaxial regrowth 1s dominated by largcr grains. The solidified structure rends to be coarse. A combi- 
nation of fine-grain slze and lower energy pulse mhibits epitaxial regrowth and promotes fresh nucleatiou. 
Thus, a large tractmn oi random grain boundaries inhibits epitaxial growth. For coarse-giamed strucrure, 
epitahial regrowth leads to the elimination of fine twins. On the other hand, thc presence of smaller grains 
leads to fine twins in the epitaxially regrown grains 

Polyqstalline nickel grows epitaxially into the melt dunng rcsohdfimtion of the lasewnelted pol .  Impuri- 
tics reveal a cellular growth interface. A characteristic semcircular banded feature wit11 random band spacing 
aligned perpen&& to the growth dtrection during the resohdification of hgh-energy laser pulre-melted 
nickel pool can be observed (Fig. 2). The orign of such bands s probahly relilted to the stress-awsted 
impurity precipitation. For lower energy pulse-melted pool, glain refinement takcs place indicating the nucle- 
anon of fiesh nickel grains. 1 5 s  effect is similar to that for bismuth but less dramatic m nature. 

5. ~cmhuctural  evolution and phase selecfion during resolidaeation of laser-melted eoteetic abys 

Following the study of pure elements, we have concwmared our attention on binary eutectic alloys. The i 

microst~~ctural evolution a n d  phase adecnon dunng the resohdificaiion of laser-melted pool was charactensed 
and compared with the r e s u l ~  of other non-equilibrium p-ssmg to bnng out the similarities and differences 
Of laser processing. Two eutectic systems, namely, A 1 4  and Al-Ge werc chosen. While metastable phases : 

form under nunequilibrium conditions in the latter, only microstrucNral modifications are known to xcur  in 
the former. 
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1 bhous piilliiird liglll insmgr;&ili of the pamcle confirming 
mc phaa.: 10 bi. .U.Cu Inic: 2 shoira c o l q w n c n i  of thc 
p ? m o  of rltr band -ereding dih~iclc p r i l ~ i l c i  

In  tic o l  .4:-Cu mar-cutectir. alloy wc haic Exst stuu~cd' tl-,L evolution o i  mcroiirucrux of u n d w  
caolcd aliajr by snri.imed droplet tschnqucs The ddfsrent microstructures rhos n h ~ ~ i ~ c d  ciiuld bc 
mriun:tllaed ln rrrmi (of ;be exnapd:il~d rnetasrahlc phaac dlagrilm\ Thc knowledge g a r n d  1 3  thcn cr- 
teodcd to analysc thc rcrolidificvt~on characteristlci of thc laser melted pool. A s~gmkicant 1 w d 1  of thc 
laser pioccarmg *s thc observat~on ot a banded autectlc xructure. The occurrence o i  such hands could he 
erplaincd by '3 simple model4 lnvolvrng nucleation of AllCu 111 the aolorc-rich boundary layer ahead of 
the mowng front cr?c lo ihc cstablishmeur of lucill cqmlibnum a1 rhe intcifacc at lhc growth Ienlperaturc 

The rzsalts' of A!-Ce eritectic alioy indicate the nucleatton and columnar giowrh of a metastable monoc- 
lime phasc%frnrn thc meIt/aobsti.:te 1n1e:face at high-power dcns~ty rituatmn. The requrrement of camposl- 
iion partition acts as a barrier for ~ ~ t e c t i ~ .  ~ g r ~ ~ w t h  during t l l ~  r o i d d i w t ~ m  iii  the laser-mcltcd pool Tiic 
growth adv;gtagc of the manoillnlc p1m.c stcms trom thc Pact that very httle solute pa~titionmg IS noedrd 
for 11s growth in thc near-eutccnc melt. Evldenccs point ro a poaslblc cornpclltmn ol monocimzc phase 
\*iri> gcrrnanium m d  p r i h l y  wAl at  wry low-cncrgy puhng \ilmlion. This irluariw y~eld\ a lhz-z~aincd 
microstrpcture ... . 

6. E\alulion uf nlicrostructrsre and phases in Al-Cr systcm daring nun-equilibrium solidification 

FoUowmg the eutcctc systems, we conce.ltrato our altenuun on AI-Cr alloys (up to 20 a1 % Cr) wlnih 
conran a easc~dc of periiectlc ieactions Born lase, proccaslng and twmroller technique ut r a p l  sohdrh- 
cadon were used l o  adiievu non:oqu~libi~on~ solidibcatmn. However, ior ease of mrrosctipy, rnatenals 
obraned by the lattrr tcchniquc wcn used more cxtendvaly. 

lcorahedral quasicrystallmc phiises7 having non-cr>rstallogiaphic symmetry are observed fiuin 7 to 15 at% 
Cr alloy%, w h k  equrlihnum crystalline '%U,,CT~ phase IS compieiely absent. Both rapd  sohd~ticdtlon and 
aubseqkent therrnal decompoaitian amdies mdicati: that the main competing p lme 1s 8-A17Cr up to 15 at% 
Cr. Beyond this composition, E-ALCr is thc domlnant phase togcthcr with a small amount of T4--AhCr3. 
We have shownS that the elsctron-diffractton pauerns ot Ai--Cr quassiyatnla arc often asaoc~atcd wlth d 
dilfuss intcnsilyc' dialvibuliw mdicalive o l  short-range ode,  The duugt in quasilatt~cc consliini wilh 
compoxlmn suggests rhe clristcncc of structural vacancies. Further, a sudden cliangc from conrsc to 



Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Effect of ~irconinm and titanium additions on the decomposition hebaviour of Al-1% 
Si alloy by George Welmy Deaf. 
Resca~ch supervisors: E. S. Dwarakadasa and E. S. Rajagopal. 
Dcpnrtmcnt: Physics. 

1. Introduction 

Mrtal ~ ~ u m i n l u l n  tinds a numher of ~rppllcaltons ~n alloycd furm because <lf 11, low lmelting point. low 
dsnaity, high specific hcal aod high spcafrc itlength Thc fact that 11 is rcslrtmr lo caironon. duc to the 
lnipewlous oxlrle layer that lotms on the surlac, and c m  be gmarly srrengthcncd by prccqxlalmn Imden- 
mg has made it a very mlponanl engmeermg marcrial. Addlt~on of metala like SI, LI. or Mg either iiogly 
or Logcther dacrea\es the melting poml further and mprovus t h l  foundry charactetmcs To Improve 

'Strcnglh In thcsu alloy, nolmally a small addltrun of Zr or Ti <a m:rde, which refines rhe gram size by 
inilihitrng recovery and ~ccrystill~zatmr, rate through the farmatmn oi bery fine mterrnotall~c p r t ide ,  that 
pin the g a m  boundaries Although thc level of :iddit~ons nnde  is o d y  aulfiaenr to reter to them a?. tlacc 
addllions, transinon elements exert strong influence on rhe devclopmcnt of the f ind m~craatriti-turc in 
thesc alloys Addition of Zr has only rcrently been deveiuped whde Ti iddrtiona have been well i t o d d .  
Fe, present a\ an mcvitablc inrprmty in Al. also exerts some d luencc .  Thcse additions are bi-coming 
Important. The exact mfluence of ihcrr clrmcnts, Fc, Zr and TL, when prehent togcther 1s no1 well 
studied In >lcw of the c o m m e i c ~ l  ~rnportance of thls. especially in AI-SI alloys. the present prqcct was 
undertaken to invcstigatc the mfiucncc of sm;d addlt~ons of LT and Ti In thc prcsencc o l  Fe a< an unpurily 
m Al-1% SI alloys Thc a m  of the ~ t ~ ~ d y  was to waluiite tbc influence oC these :iddit~ons u n  i lk  J e ~ a m -  
position hehiivmu~ of thc , 4 1 4  alloy in the evalutlon ui  tnc fmdl m i ~ ~ o s t r u ~ t u r e .  Alioys could !>c aol- 
ohoniscd a t  hlgh temperature and qucnched to generate .i supsrsnrinated stale whxh on annczling would 
lead to  an interxtion betucen p a n t  dcfect. pieaent in tiic rnatcna! that will eventually gwe me to the 
observed mlcroltrudun.  
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Table I 
Chemicai eornpositiao of the experimental alloys 

Alloy-A 1 10 U.06 0.01 - 0-11 Balance 
Alloy-B 1 19 0.20 0.01 - 11-11 Balance 
Alloy-C 098 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.11 Balance 
Alloy-D 1.M 0.20 0.01 0.05 0.11 Balance 
Alloy-E 0.93 0-06 011 0-05 0-11 Bdanee 

Ro. 2. Traorrnisslon electron micrograph of (a) precipl- 
tvted d on dtslocatms, and (b) refined L precipitate. 

FIo. 1 Ageing reslstwity data for (a) Isochronal, AI-1-1% 
$1, and (b) Isothermal, Al-1.19% Si. 
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2. Experimental procedure 

The alloys used in this investigation were prepared b) melting either high purity or commerc~al- 
purity Al (containing 0.06"/0 Fc) and adding desired quantities of the alloying elcments Si, Z r  and 
TI through certified master alloys. The composltlon of the experimental alloys a glven In 
Tablc I. 

The homogen~red alloy melt was chill cast into I5 n m  rods, homugcnlzed for 48h at 500°C rolled 
in several stages to 3 mm dia wire rods and finally drawn in diamond dies to 0.7 mm wires or  rolled 
into foils of 0.1 mm thickness. 

Wire apzcimens of length l m  wound non-inductively into a helical coil were solutiouizcd at various 
tempcratures, rapidly quenched and then annealed isochronally or isothermally, whrle following the 
decomposition process by resistivity measurements (made a t  liquid nitrogen temperature) or  x-ray d ~ f -  
fraction or  by thin-hi1 transmissmn electron microscopy. 

3. Results and discossion 

Figure 1 shows a typical set of isochronal and isothermal annealing data which brings about clearly a 
vacancy rnzchan~sm of Si precipiraiion. The icothsrmal resistivity data fit into ;% conventiooal sigrnoidal 
gowth  curve, enabling detenninaiion of actnation energy for vacancy formation, vacancy migration and 
Si precipitation. The decomposition process itself seems to be divided into a slow first stage of vacancy 
annihilation. a lapid second stage invulwng clustering and prccqntatm~ of Si and a third slow stage of 
growth of these precrpltntes. Although all the curves reach a stable plateau indrcating that all of the alloys 
reach a stable state, the effect of the prehrncs o f  Fc, Ti and ZI is to retard the kinetics of prec~pitation 
by sequestering the vacancies, becausc of their larger bmding energy. In terms of relative effect, Zr exerts 
the most marked influence Measurement of residual resisrivity after quenching from higher temperatures 
indicates increasing amounts of Ti, Zr and Fe retained in aolid solutmn and hence cilpable of larger 
influences. 

Transmiasion electron rnicroi;copic obsewations clearly indicate the presence of a himodal distribution 
of Si, the origin of whch is: sepilratmn of large Si panicles during solid~fication and precipitation during 
later decomposition. The latter seem to form an dislocations, shown typicslly in Fig. 2(a). A small number 
of dislocation loops were observed in all thc alloys. The sire of thc preapitstcd Si gets rcfined in the 
presence of the alloy additmns (Fig. 2(b)), while there is no influcncc on the larger sized particles. X-ray 
diffraction studm confirm the effects of the formation of different types of intermetallics in the 
allay. 

4. Conclusions 

The addition of Zr, Ti and Fe retards the dacompo\ilion of the A l S i  alloy and increases stability. Of the 
three alloymg elemcnts the effect of Zr  is most malted, suggcstiog that the use of Zr as a grain-refining 
element is preferable to using other transition elements. 
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Thesis Abstract (Ph.D.) 

Microstructural studies of some rapidly solidified titanium eutectoid alloys by T. A. 
Baskaran. 
Research supervisors: S. Ranganathan and R. V. Knshnan 
Department: Metallurgy. 

1. Introduction 

In the scenario of development of high-temperature t~tanium ailoys, rapld solid~fication has assumed 
great significance due to various artributes associated with this process. Of the vanous classes of rapidly 
solidified t~tanium alloys. titanium aiuminides, tltanlum alloys contaming rare-earth and metaliold d m  
penions and tltanlum-eutectoid alloys hold promise for such high-strength apphcat~ons'~~. In the present 
study, an attempt has been made to study the mlcrostructurai evolut~on in rapidly solidified rltamum 
eutectoid alloys. 

2. Material preparation and experimentaJ prucedures 

Rapid soiidiiication of a number of titanium-eutectoid alloys has been camed out by electron beam melting 
and splat quenching The ailoys studled included the b~nary alloys of Ti-28% Mn, Ti-2.8% Co, Ti-54% 
Ni. Ti-304% Ni, Ti&4.5% Cu and Ti-5.5% Cu. .Melt-spun ribbons of TI-37% M i  and Ti-24% Mn-13% 
Fc were provlded by Proi. K. F. Kelton. Ternary additions of silicon were made to Ti-28.6% Ni allay to 
study the glass-forrnmg abd~ty. 

The rapidly sohditicd nbbons were charactensed by optical microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, 
transmission electron microscopy, x-ray diffractometry and EDX analysis. 

3. Resuitr and discussion 

A wide spectrum of microstructures has been obtained which mcludes quasicrystalline, crystalline and 
amorphous phases. The high coolmg rates have led to a refinement of the microstructures and helped to 
overcome grain boundary segregation of solutes encountered during Ingot processing of these alloys. 

3.1. Quosicrysials and other merutable phasm in riranrum-manganese alloys 

Figure I(a) shows the bright field transmission electron micrograph of the icosahedral quasicrystals m 
meltspun Ti-37% 1Mn alloy. The quasicrystals exhibit a specMe contrast and are div~ded into a number 
of segments. The 5-3-2-fold selected area diffraction patterns obtained from this phase are shown m 
Fig. I(b)jd) confirming the m E  symmetry. In add~tlon to the sharp diffraction spots, the presence of 
diffuse intensity is observed in the 2-fold pattern. 

It IS noticed that the formation of the quasicrystahe phase in these alloys does not follow any of the 
known criteria for the I-phase formation, v ~ . ,  the phase d~agram criterion observed in AI-Mn quasicrystal' 
or the crystal structure criterion in the Mg-base quasicrystal$. The d f i s e  mtennty observed in the present 
study is sunllar to that reported by Gibbons et af in Ti-Mn quasicrystals and those observed on annealing 
.the AI-Mn quasicrystals6. The presence of diffise intensity and arcs of diffuse intensities are in teres tq ,  
since it is expected to give vital information regarding the atomic decoration underlying the quasicrystalline 
lattice. The a.m of diffuse intensity are found to lie on the odd parity directions and follow a T inflation 
rather than r3 inflatlon as reported for the AI-Mn quasicrystds6. It is found that the higher order arcs 
devlate from this mle. The diffuse intens~nes are explained on the bas~s of superlattice ordering6. It is 
observed that peak distortion of the inner spots occurs m the 5-fold electron diffraction pattern. It could 
be due to the presence of phason &stortion' in the quenched state of the quasicrystals. 

The formauon of quasicrystals in this alloy is shown to be related to the b.c.c phase with a = 21.7 
which can be a 211 rational approxirnant structure. 
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Rc. 1. (a) Transmmmn electron micrograph showing the tcosahedral quas!crystali in rapzdly solid~fied Ti-37% Mn alloy; 
( b ) j d )  5-3-2-fold selected area dlihetion patterns from the I-Phase m TI-37% Mn alloy 

An icosahedral quasicrystal has been observed in Ti-24% Mn-13 Fe alloy m the rapidly quenched 
condition. In the rapidly quenched Ti-28 at % Mn alloy an interesting occurrence of short-range order 
is noticed (Fig. 2) The short-range order is similar to the SRO in N'iMo. The position of the diffuse 



Fir. i(;i) Tr:lormihi~on cicitrun m~crograpll almulils w n -  
Ihnw!l.rr c u l c c ~ w d  product In 'T-2 S'L ('0 alloy m ~ h r  . ~ r  
qu"ncheii conditmn 

mtenstty i s  found to he a1 the (1. 112, 0) pos~rians Huarve~,  the malnn In the prc\cnt case IS a b.c I. 
phase. T h ~ r  wcms to be the first ohcrvat~oii of rhi\ kind 

3.2. Ezmrrntd decomposinot! 

Eutectoid decomposition in the rapidly soliditied txanium eutectoill alloya (Ti-Z-BcY0 Cu, 11-5.4% Ni 
Ti4 . i%1 Cu and 55% Co) h a s  bccn followcd The alloys studicd included hyyoeutectoid and ncar-cutec- 
told composltms. While thc alloy- of hypaeot?cto~d cornparition, vir., Tr-Z.SY/o Co and Ti4.5% Co 
al!oys ahowcd a baimiic mode, [he "car-cutcctoid alloys showed pca~l~t lc  mode prcdommantly. Rgoi-c .?(a) 
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\bows thc nunlnrnellar mode of cu!ccto~d drcompwition in rapidly soldiiied TI-Z.X% Co WIIIIC F ~ s  3(h) 
mri (c) arc rhe bngtlt k i d  and &irk field cmngcs oI the llrncllar inmlc (pc:lr!itr) or ilecwnpoaition aocur- 
nng In ttw r-ipidly soldi?:cd Ti-i.-l% Ni 

1-hc hypucutsctoid alloy \ecm to dccompuse bv .: nonkmellar mode The resiilt~ are discussed taking 
into account the rignlficant rolc o i  mtcrfacul strudurei. The proculccto~d c nucleation scern5 to occur hy 
;L s y ~ n p t l ~ e t ~ ~  nucleation. ' h e  analysis ot thc mtcit.sia1 s!ruclurcs I-) eli-nmn microscopy ievealcd that 
the procutec:ud u intriiaccs a r  pitrlidly cnherrnt. 

The uutcarrlc of ihc present ~nvcsngntmii i n  1-6-5 4'% Ni ; ! i d  Ti-i.j% Cu alloys showed that tliz pc:lrlite 
lilmellnc often nucleated on the head face\ oi lhc procutecto~d w u ~ l ~ h  is partially cubercnt. Figule @ la 

rhc rrilrtmussmn clcctnm micrograph lllilstreting thts pomr Fuithcr, thc tips of thr growng 'TizCu lamaliac 
are found 10 !,r charnctensed by imsf!t dislocation strucinrcs Thcw cxparimcntill Pacts nrz contradictory 
to the hithcrto underatuod vwwa of pmilite evol:aion whlch a S,iud on the coopcl-atne growth of the 
lamellae a1 the d!sordc~cd hoondsncs a h ~ h  pro>ide tire ncccsvacy cand~tlona for such growth. Our crpcri- 
mcntal observatmnc are wpporting the rcsclts of Lee and Ailn~osorr' who iirst &hawed that pearlile can 
mdeed evolve at thi: mnicohcrent interface I1 5ds a h  hcen obacrvcd that the lamellar erowtll of the 

been 5hoivn that rapid solid~!atmn of t l h  alloy irsul?d in the formatmn ot amorphous-phdse parhally. 
Crystallisation sludres ol  the i l t n ~ r ~ ~ h ~ l i l a  phasc indicated that the arnorphasa phrisr decomposes mrlally 
by the formation of a !>.c.c. ph:nc hi.forc the mtermrralhc c u ~ p u r n d  15 tormcd. 
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Rapid sohdtficaion of titanium-eutecto~d alloys has gwen rise to a vanety of microstructures, Quasicrystal- 
Ime, crystalline and amorphous phases have been synthesised. 
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Thesis Abstract (M.Sc. (Engng)) 

A graphical simulation environment for robotics applicatiops by K. A. Jasmeer. 
Research supervisors: Y. N. Srikant and M. R. Chidambara. 
Department: Computer Science and Automation. 

1. Introduction 

Graphic simultors, to program robors offline, are receiving greater atlenhon of late. Graphic simulators, 
in general, are more flexible in adapting to widely varying situations when wmpared to any other 
simulator, but the simulators developed so far are t ~ e d  to pa~ticular robot environments1". The reasons 
behind this can be traced to two facts. First, not only robots but the apphcations they are subjected to 
also differ w~dely in nature and speufications. Secondly, the primary design aim IS always to lessen the 
burden on the user. As a result, the tendency is to incorporate more and more details of the applications 
into the sunulator, thereby reducing its flexibility drastically. 

We have developed a general-purpose graphic environment to simulate robotic applications in the Robo- 
tics Laboratory at the Indian Institute of Science. 

2. Deign objectives and approacb 

The main design objective is that it should be possibk to model different applications easily. So the 
techniques used for modelling and analysis should be general m nature. Spedfically, 

i) the modelling technique used should be general enough to model robots of any type with any number 
of degrees of freedom, 
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ii) the technique used for anlmation should be general enough to emulate any robot programming lan- 
guages, and 

lii) there should be general facil~ties to carry out analyses, both of phys~cal (e.g. ,  work volume calculation) 
and geometric reasoning type (e.g., coll~sion avo~dance path planning). 

Our approach to t h ~ s  problem is unique. We organise the environment into two main n~odnles, a graphic 
modelling system and a programming Language merface to it. We keep the graphic modelling system as 
simple as possible; no solid modelling techniques are used The second module compensates far this 
simplic~ty m modelling in a more flexible manner. It allows the user to develop world models and to carry 
out analyses accord~ng to the application. Apart from this, the language achieves anlmation more efficiently 
in a programmed manner. Thus, simulation of an application becomes executing an applicatidn program 
in this environment. 

We have named the environment developed by us as ANISOFT. As mentioned earlier the two mam 
modules of ANISOFT are the graphic modelling system and the programming language interface to it. In 
addition to these two, it has three more modules, namely, the subsystems for viewing, teaching and cell 
editing. All these modules have been integrated Into a menu-dnven command h~erarchy. 

The modelling system creates and displays a cell which consists of the robots and their environment. A 
language has been designed for model specification. It can model not only robots but also othcr open 
kinematic structures such as gripper with fingers, etc. 

The viewmg system helps the user to see the images from different views. ANISOFT has been provlded 
with facilit~es to have s~muitaneous multiple views on the screen. Ail changes in viewing are achieved using 
a mouse, thus making it very user-friendly. 

Cell editing is a menu-driven process to change the position and orientation of the modelled entitles. 
T h ~ s  module is very useful while modelling. During each trial, using rhe cell editor, different configurations 
of the entity can be tested. 

In industrial robot~cs a teach-pendant is often used to teach the robot. ANISOFT duphcates this 
technique to teach the modelled robots. Teaching is a menu-driven process. The stored joint vectors can 
be read from the programs in ANISOiT's language. 

Programming language interface 1s the most important part of ANISOFT. A language designed for such 
a purpose should meet the requirements such as easy and eflic~ent animation, eFficient consrructs for 
robotics-specific computation and easy deveiopment of world models. In the completed implementation we 
could do full just~ce only to the first requirement. The language designed, which we call ANIL for ANI- 
mation Language. has constructs to achieve animation efficiently. Currently, it has simple data types and 
structures, simple constructs for numerical computation. At present no constructs have been prov~ded for 
world model development. Future work can take care of thls m addition to prowding more sophisticated 
COnStNCtS. 
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